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Abstract
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) can be categorized into event-driven, periodic and
hybrid based on data-gathering techniques. Depending on the application requirements, quality of service (QoS) can be referred as deployment cost, lifetime, delay,
jitter, packet loss, bandwidth, throughout etc. Generally, in order to save energy
a sensor node switches on the communication device only when it is expected to
send or receive any data packets. This strategy is known as sleep/wake scheduling technique. In synchronous sleep/wake scheduling, sensor nodes wake up synchronously whereas in asynchronous sleep/wake scheduling sensor nodes wake up
independently. In a rare event detection application, asynchronous sleep/wake
scheduling is energy efficient because of overhead involved for synchronization
in synchronous sleep/wake scheduling. As sensor nodes wake-up independently,
asynchronous sleep/wake scheduling increases delay. For such an application, satisfying delay constraint and lifetime requirement with minimum deployment cost is
a challenging problem. Specifically, in a rare event-detection application, like fire
or disastrous event detection, an event detected close to the central facility needs
to reach faster than an event detected far away. In other words, there can be a
large variation in QoS requirements for different areas within the FoI. In the first
phase of our thesis, we address the problem of finding a minimum cost WSN for a
set of spatially differentiated QoS requirements. First, we use a stochastic approach
to calculate the expected e2e delay for a given sensor density. We use this analysis

to find the critical expected sensor density that satisfies given e2e delay constraint
and lifetime requirement. Later we extended this analysis to find the minimum
cost network for a set of spatially differentiated delay constraints and the lifetime
requirement.
In order to minimize the delay incurred in asynchronous sleep/wake scheduling, anycasting based forwarding techniques are proposed in the literature where
a sensor node forwards its data to any one of the nodes in its forwarding set. In
anycasting strategies, the delay constraint may not always be satisfied as a result of
clock-skew1 . This is because, the clock-skew incurs additional delay during event
reporting which may violate the delay constraint for a large number of packets. We
find the critical wake-up rate to constrain the increase in end-to-end delay, as a
result of clock-skew, within a given delay constraint ξ, by estimating the expected
increase in end-to-end delay using a stochastic approach. We verify our mathematical analysis using Monte-carlo simulation. Further, simulation results in network
simulator 2.34 (ns2) confirm the effectiveness of our approach.
In the next phase of our work we focus on periodic data-gathering. In periodic
data-gathering, sensors send/receive data packets periodically and switch on the
transceiver only during packet transmission to save energy. In order to transfer
data-packets a sender-receiver pair establishes clock-synchronization. Exact clocksynchronization is impossible because of error present in synchronization protocols.
In the absence of synchronization, clock-disagreement increases as time passes. To
compensate any message loss, the sensor nodes wake up some time earlier, known
as guard-time, before the scheduled wake-up time. This strategy consumes more
energy especially for long periodic intervals. In this phase of our thesis, in order
1

Clock-skew refers to the difference in actual and expected crystal oscillator frequency.

to increase the lifetime, we propose a multi-beacon guard method to decrease the
energy consumption by minimizing the awake time of sender-receiver pair, using
periodic switch on/off the receiver during the guard-time. Under the assumption
that synchronization error follows the normal-distribution, we provide an optimal
solution to determine the number-of-times the receiver needs to wake-up along with
wake-up intervals to collectively minimize total energy consumption of the senderreceiver pair during a transmission. We validate our analysis using Monte-Carlo
simulation and show the effectiveness in energy conservation using ns2 simulation.
In a hybrid data-gathering, a sensor network dynamically switches between event
driven and periodic data gathering scheme. Two key QoS requirements in hybrid
data-gathering are lifetime and critical event-reporting delay. In the last phase of
our work, we propose a novel hybrid data-gathering protocol that minimizes the
critical event reporting delay and maximizes the lifetime in a delay-constrained
WSN. In our protocol, the sensor nodes generate periodic events and if a critical
event is detected, the event information is forwarded to the base station within a
strict delay constraint. We show the effectiveness of our protocol in ns2 simulation
and compare our approach with recent hybrid data-gathering protocols.
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1
Introduction
A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of several tiny sensors powered by batteries which can communicate with each other to monitor a field of interest (FoI).
Recently, WSN attracted attention because of the variety of applications it supports.
The application set of WSN includes environmental monitoring (temperature, pressure and precipitation measurement), tsunami detection, forest-fire detection, seismic event detection, intrusion detection for battlefield surveillance, home and office
intelligence, and medical care, etc. Mostly in hostile environment, where manual
placement is not possible, the sensor nodes are scattered from helicopters, such
deployment is called random1 [49].
The main purpose of a WSN is to collect relevant data from the environment
and report to the user according to the application requirement. Based on datagathering schemes, WSNs can be categorized intro event-driven, periodic and hy1

Also known as stochastic deployment.

1

brid [16, 47]. In event-driven data-gathering applications, like intrusion detection,
tsunami detection, forest-fire detection, and many more, the sensor nodes remain
idle unless and until a critical event occurs in the vicinity, and once detected, the
event information is forwarded to the base-station as early as possible. Whereas,
in periodic data-gathering applications, like environmental monitoring, the sensor
nodes generate periodic data which are gathered at the base-station. The sensor
nodes switch between event-driven and periodic data-gathering according to the
requirement or application specification in hybrid data gathering applications [43].
Consider a forest monitoring system where the sensor nodes are deployed to monitor several physical phenomena like temperature, humidity, and many more using
a periodic approach. However, if any critical event like fire breaks out within the
forest the event information is forwarded to the base-station as early as possible in
order to minimize the damage. Similar applications are earthquake and volcanic
event detection for environmental monitoring.
Depending on the application requirements, the quality of service (QoS) can be
referred as the degree of reliability, timeliness, robustness, availability, security etc.
provided by the corresponding WSN [88]. The QoS requirements can be classified
into application specific and network specific. The application specific QoS requirements are coverage, exposure, lifetime, and deployment cost. Whereas the network
specific QoS requirements are connectivity, scalability, delay, packet loss, bandwidth, reliability, fault-tolerant, jitter and throughput etc [95]. Although we classify the QoS requirements into application and network specific, but data-gathering
techniques have significant implications on QoS requirements. For instance, in applications involve periodic data-gathering, jitter and end-to-end (e2e) delay may
not be required whereas in event-driven data-gathering e2e delay plays a significant
2

1. INTRODUCTION
role. Hence, while designing QoS requirements for an application, data-gathering
model (event-driven, periodic or hybrid) plays a significant role [23].

1.1

Motivation and Contribution

Generally, sensor nodes are equipped with a limited, unattended battery power
source. Hence, maximizing the lifetime remains one of the key QoS requirements
while designing any WSN [40, 62]. Lifetime refers the duration of the time when
the first node depletes its energy completely within the network. It can be noted
that if energy consumption increases, lifetime decreases and vice versa. One way
of reducing energy consumption is using sleep/wake (s/w) scheduling techniques
where the communication device is switched on/off periodically. These techniques
can be categorized into synchronous and asynchronous. In synchronous s/w scheduling, sensor nodes exchange synchronization messages and wake up synchronously
to send/receive data-packets, whereas in asynchronous s/w scheduling techniques,
sensor nodes wake-up independently [46].
In rare event-detection applications, like fire or disastrous event detection, an
event detected close to the central facility needs to reach faster than an event detected far away. In other words, there can be a large variation in QoS requirements
for different areas within the FoI. High priority areas are associated with stringent
QoS requirements, whereas low priority areas are with relaxed QoS requirements.
Specifically, the delay constraints of the higher priority areas are very less than delay constraints of the distant areas, with a fixed lifetime requirement of the whole
network. Delay constraint refers to the expected time duration, for the first packet
that detects the event, between the event is detected and the event information
3
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reaches to the base-station. In these applications, the sensors remain idle most
of the time until a critical event is detected. Hence, asynchronous s/w scheduling techniques are considered to be more energy efficient than synchronous s/w
scheduling techniques because of extra energy consumption for synchronization.
As because sensor nodes wake up independently in asynchronous s/w scheduling,
a node intends to send a packet needs to wait until the forwarding node wakes
up, which may increase overall e2e delay. In order to decrease this delay anycasting forwarding strategy, each node maintains a forwarding set and the packet is
forwarded to the first node wakes up within the set, is proposed in the literature.
Compared to the basic forwarding strategy, where a node maintains a single designated next-hop relaying node, anycasting strategy decreases expected one hop
waiting time which in turn decreases expected e2e delay. In anycasting forwarding
strategy asynchronous periodic wake-up pattern, every node independently wakes
up after a periodic interval, minimizes the e2e delay further compared to Poisson
wake-up pattern [45],[23]. Hence, in this thesis we assume that sensor nodes follow asynchronous, periodic wake-up pattern to conserve energy in event-driven
data-gathering.
In such a scenario density of nodes becomes the governing factor for e2e delay
and lifetime. This is because if density increases, the size of the forwarding set
may increase, which may decrease expected one hop delay. If expected one-hop
delay decreases then expected e2e delay decreases as well. The problem of finding
the critical sensor density (CSD), minimum density that satisfies given constraints,
is well addressed in the literature, but in the context of satisfying coverage and
connectivity requirements [96, 97, 50, 93, 90, 98, 14, 21, 28]. Moreover, proposed
anycasting forwarding techniques [102, 56, 18, 68, 69, 46, 45] in the literature are
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not applicable to find CSD for given delay and lifetime requirements.
Moreover, if the periodic wake-up interval of the nodes in the forwarding set decreases, expected one hop delay may decrease which decreases expected e2e delay,
but decreases the lifetime as well. Increasing density increases the overall cost of
the network, which is not acceptable always as the cost being one of the primary
QoS requirements while designing any WSN, and vice versa. Density refers to the
number of sensors present in a unit area. Assuming sensor nodes are deployed following a random distribution, in the first contribution of our thesis we look into
the problem of finding the minimum cost network for given spatially differentiated
delay constraints. Cost is defined as the factor of the expected number of sensors
present in the FoI times cost of each sensor. The expected number of nodes present
in the FoI is the factor of the density times the area of FoI. It can also be noted here
that density refers to the number of sensors present in the unit area. For a uniform
random deployment with density λ, the overall cost of the network is defined as
λ × ||A|| × C where ||A|| and C respectively denotes the area of FoI and cost of each
sensor. We look into the problem of finding a minimum cost network for spatially
differentiated delay constraints and the lifetime requirement. In other words,
Problem 1: In event-driven data-gathering, how to minimize the deployment cost
for a given set of spatially differentiated delay constraints and the lifetime requirement, when nodes follow anycasting forwarding strategy across the FoI?
We use a stochastic approach to calculate the expected e2e delay for a given
sensor density in a stochastic deployment. We use this analysis to first find the critical expected sensor density that satisfies given e2e delay constraint and lifetime
requirement in a circular-shaped FoI. Later we extended this analysis to find the
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minimum cost network for spatially differentiated delay constraints and lifetime requirement. We also validated our analysis using Monte-Carlo simulation and show
the effectiveness of our approach using ns2 simulation.
Generally, sensor nodes are associated with imperfect crystal oscillator and as a
result of this, clock-disagreement is a common phenomenon. The most governing
factors for clock-disagreement are phase-offset and clock-skew. Phase-offset denotes the clock difference (or time difference) between two sensors at an instant
of time. Whereas clock-skew refers to the difference in actual and expected crystal
oscillator frequency, and depends on environmental factors like temperature, pressure, radiation, magnetic fields, etc. It is measured in terms of parts-per-million
(ppm), where one ppm denotes the clock drift of one micro second (µs) in a second.
The clock-skew rate of Mica Motes is up to 50 ppm. A typical range of clock-skew
is generally up to 40 to 100 ppm [85]. As a result of clock-skew, the actual periodic
wake-up interval may vary over time, which in turn increases the overall end-to-end
delay.
In order to mitigate the effect of clock-skew, time synchronous protocols [80,
73, 30, 34] are proposed in the literature. Generally in the time synchronization
protocols, sensor nodes estimate expected phase-offset and expected clock-skew
to synchronize time. However, clocks may diverge as a result of estimation error
involved in synchronization. Moreover, several environmental factors like temperature, pressure, radiation, magnetic fields, etc. may vary the clock-skew. Frequent
synchronization may reduce the clock divergence, but it is not energy efficient for
the rare event detection scenario. Clock-skew may vary the actual periodic wakeup interval over time and packets may violate e2e delay constraint. None of the
anycasting strategies [18, 68, 69, 46, 45] considered the effect of clock-skew in e2e
6
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delay to the best of our knowledge, that may lead to violate the delay-constraint
in time-critical applications. Existing anycasting strategies [18, 68, 69, 46, 45] not
considered the effect of clock-skew in e2e delay to the best of our knowledge, that
may lead to violate the delay-constraint in time-critical applications. This limitation
in the literature motivates us to find the critical wake-up rate that constrains the
overall increase in e2e delay.
Problem 2: What is the critical wake-up rate to constrain the increase in e2e delay,
as a result of heterogeneous clock-skew present in WSN, within a given threshold ξ,
for event driven data-gathering, where ξ denotes the given threshold for the amount
of allowed e2e delay increased for clock-skew?
In this contribution, first we estimate the increase in e2e delay as a result of the
heterogeneous clock-skew present in the network and then we use this estimation
to find the critical wake-up rate for all nodes to constrain the increase in the overall
e2e delay within given threshold ξ. We showed the effectiveness of our approach
by comparing the results with a recent anycasting based forwarding strategy in
network simulator 2.34 (ns2).
Synchronous s/w scheduling techniques are more energy efficient than asynchronous s/w scheduling techniques in periodic data gathering [85]. Exact clock
synchronization is required for synchronous s/w scheduling, which is very difficult
to achieve because of the imperfect crystal oscillator. In order to circumvent the
effect of clock-skew, time synchronization protocols are applied. Sensor nodes synchronize time by calculating expected phase offset and expected clock-skew. At the
end of time synchronization, clocks may diverge as a result of estimation error involved in synchronization which follows normal distribution with zero mean [85].
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Frequent synchronization may reduce the clock divergence, but it is not energy efficient for application with a long periodic interval. In our third contribution, we
maximize the lifetime of the network, for periodic data-gathering in presence of
clock-skew.
As a result of inaccuracy and non-determinism present in time synchronization
protocol, nodes wake up earlier than the scheduled wake up time, to circumvent
any message loss, known as guard time [85, 86]. But the energy consumption
due to guard-time increases as time passes, which in-turn minimizes the lifetime.
Existing protocols [85, 86] use guard-time to circumvent message loss which is not
energy-efficient.
In this work, we propose Multi-Beacon Guard (MBG) method, where a sensor
node wakes up multiple times within the guard-time if the length of the guardtime is more than a threshold, otherwise follow the simple guard-time approach to
conserve energy. We derive an expression for energy consumption in multi-beacon
approach during a data-packet transmission. We use this analysis to find the optimal
number of times the receiver wakes up and the wake-up intervals that minimize the
expected energy consumption of a sender-receiver pair. Further results obtained
from ns2 simulation confirm the effectiveness of our approach.
Note that in this work our objective is to maximize the lifetime of the sensor network in presence of clock-skew. In other words, we focus on the following problem.
Problem 3: How to maximize the lifetime of the network in periodic data-gathering
in the presence of clock-skew?
In hybrid data-gathering applications, like environmental monitoring with fire,
earthquake and volcanic event detection, and many more, two key QoS require-
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ments are lifetime and critical event-reporting delay. As critical events occur rarely
the lifetime is governed mostly by the energy consumption during periodic datagathering. In order to maximize the lifetime the sensor nodes follow synchronous,
periodic s/w scheduling technique during periodic data-gathering. Network lifetime increases as the wake-up rate decreases. However, it increases the critical
event-reporting delay, which is not desirable for critical events. Increasing wakeup rate decreases the overall lifetime during periodic data-gathering but decreases
the time-critical event reporting delay. Two key QoS requirements, in these type of
applications, are maximizing the network lifetime during periodic data-gathering
while minimizing the time-critical event reporting delay. Hence, in the last contribution of our thesis we address the problem of maximizing lifetime while minimizing
the critical event reporting delay in hybrid data-gathering.
To the best of our knowledge, existing hybrid data-gathering protocols [59, 75,
51] do not address the problem of minimizing the critical event-reporting delay
while maximizing the lifetime. Hence, in the final contribution of our thesis, we
propose a protocol where the sensor nodes generate periodic events and if a critical
event is detected, the event information is forwarded to the base-station in a fastest
possible way. In order to show the effectiveness, we compare the results with a
recent hybrid data-gathering protocol in ns2 simulation.
The problem we address in the fourth contribution can be summarized as,
Problem 4: How to maximize the lifetime and minimize the critical event-reporting
delay in a hybrid data-gathering?
Overall, in this thesis we focus on improving these QoS requirements in eventdriven, periodic and hybrid data-gathering. In other words, we use stochastic ap-
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proach to improve several QoS requirements and we believe that these analysis
motivate to derive many more theoretical framework that helps to improve QoS
further.

1.2

Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter we first briefly
discuss about WSNs. Next we address related works with respect to the QoS requirements in data-gathering for WSNs. In chapter 3, first we estimate expected
e2e delay for given sensor density and next we use this analysis to find the minimum cost network for spatially differentiated QoS requirements. In the presence
of clock-skew the e2e delay constraint may not be always satisfied. Hence, in the
chapter 4 we estimate the expected increase in e2e delay as a result of clock-skew
and use this information to find a critical wake-up rate that constrains this expected increase within given threshold ξ. We propose Multi-Beacon Guard (MBG)
method that minimizes the energy consumption during a transmission in the presence of clock-skew by multiple times waking up within the guard-time in chapter 5.
In chapter 6, we propose a hybrid data-gathering protocol that minimizes the expected critical event-reporting delay and maximize the lifetime. Finally, the thesis
ends with conclusions and discussion in Chapter 8.
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2
Background and Related Works
In this chapter we first give a brief overview of hardware and software systems,
simulators, and node deployment strategies in WSNs. The remainder of this chapter describes works done so far to improve QoS requirements for different datagathering techniques.

2.1

Wireless Sensor Networks Hardware and Software
Systems

In this section first we describe a general architecture of a WSN followed by an
architecture of a sensor node. A WSN consists of several tiny sensors powered by
batteries which can communicate with each other to monitor a FoI.
The sensor network can consist of one or more sink node(s). The sink node (also
11
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Sensor Node
Internet
sink
Remote User
Sensor Field

Figure 2.1: Basic architecture of a WSN
known as base-station) collects information regarding the environment from the
sensors and forwards the same to a remote or local user. The remote user may be
connected to the sink node by the Internet (see Fig.2.1).

2.1.1

Wireless Sensor Network: Hardware System

Generally, a sensor network consists of many sensor nodes. Here we describe the
physical architecture of a sensor node. The physical architecture of a sensor node
can be classified into four major units: processing, storage, communication, and
sensing [96]. One can refer to Table 2.1 to see the major units of the architecture of
some sensors. Moreover, the sensor node also has a power supply unit. The role of
the power supply unit is to supply the energy needed for all units. Normally sensor
nodes are battery powered and as the sensors are sometimes deployed in a hostile
environment the battery is impossible to replace.
Processing Unit: The main job of the processing unit is to process the data received
by the communication and sensing unit. The processors can be categorized into
several types based on their tasks, like microprocessors and/or micro-controllers,
low power digital signal processors, communication processors, and application
12
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Table 2.1: Major units of the architecture of some sensors
Sensor
Tmote

BTnode

CSIRO Fleck

MicaZ

EYES

Telos

Major Units
Processing unit : 8MHz Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller
Storage unit: 10k RAM and 48k Flash
Communication unit: 250kbps 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4
Chipcon Wireless Transceiver
Sensing unit: Integrated Humidity, Temperature, and Light sensors
Processing unit: Atmel ATmega128L(AVR RISC 8 MHz @ 8 MIPS)
Storage unit: 180 Kbyte SRAM, 128 Kbyte Flash ROM, 4 Kbyte EEPROM
Communication unit: Chipcon CC1000 operating in ISM Band 433-915 MHz
Sensing unit: UART, SPI, I2C, GPIO, ADC, Clock, Timer, LEDs Standard Molex
Processing unit: Atmega128L, 8MHz
Storage unit: 512K external memory
Communication unit: Nordic 903
Sensing unit: Temperature, Light, Screw terminal for 4X digital
i/o and 2X analog
Processing unit: ATMEGA 128
Storage unit: 4K RAM 128K Flash
Communication unit: 802.15.4/ZigBee compliant RF transceiver
Sensing unit: Large expansion connector
Processing unit: MSP 430F149 (5 MHz @ 16 Bit)
Storage unit: 60 Kbytes of program memory and 4 Kbyte EEPROM
Communication unit: RFM TR1001 hybrid radio transceiver
Sensing unit: Compass, accelerometer, temperature sensor,
light sensor, pressure sensor
Processing unit: Motorola HCS08
Storage unit: 4K RAM
Communication unit: 250kbps 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4
Sensing unit: Large expansion connector

specific integrated circuits. One can refer to Table 2.1 for different processing unit
for various sensors.
It can also be noted that generally the processors are equipped with a crystal oscillator which is used for the clock to implement the real time in sensor node. The rate
at which the clock runs is determined by the angular velocity of the hardware oscillator. As a result of the imperfect oscillator or some external reasons, the oscillator
frequency varies unpredictably, which is known as clock-skew [85].
The clock-skew also depends on environmental factors like temperature, pressure, radiation, magnetic fields etc. Generally, the clock-skew is measured in terms
of parts-per-million (ppm), where one ppm is equivalent to drift of one micro sec13
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ond (µs) in one second. The clock-skew rate of Mica Motes is up to 50 ppm. A
typical range of clock-skew is generally up to 40 to 100 ppm [85]. Generally, the
maximum clock-skew for a sensor is specified by the manufacturer. In a heterogeneous WSNs, where different sensor nodes are equipped with different processing
units, maximum clock-skew for different sensors may vary over the given FoI.
Storage unit: The storage unit mostly consists of synchronous dynamic random
access memory (SDRAM), electrically erasable programmable read-only memory
(EEPROM), static random access memory (SRAM), and non-volatile (flash) memory. This unit is used to buffer received and sent messages. Depending on the
message size and complexity the size of the storage unit varies. For example, in
a multimedia sensor network [8], the storage unit is relatively high, compared to
basic sensor networks. A comparison of different storage units for various types of
sensors is given in Table 2.1.
Communication and sensing unit: The communication unit is used to communicate with other sensors and/or base-station. Generally, most of the sensors use 2.4
GHz band for communication. A comparison of different communication channels
for different sensors are given in Table 2.1. Moreover, it can also be noted that
the current generation of WSNs use mutihop communication which significantly
reduces energy consumption.
The sensing unit interacts with the physical world around the sensor. Generally,
the sensing unit is composed of a sensing subsystem and analog-to-digital (ADCs)
converters. The sensing subsystem consists of different type of sensors, like temperature, pressure, light, humidity, etc., which produce analog signals. The ADCs
convert the analog signals of the sensors into digital signals and forward to the
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Table 2.2: Core interfaces of TinyOS
Interface
ADC
Clock
EEPROMRead/Write
HardwareId
I2C
Leds
MAC
Mic
Pot
Random
ReceiveMsg
SendMsg
StdControl
Time
TinySec
WatchDog

Description
Sensor hardware interface
Hardware clock
EEPROM read and write
Hardware ID access
Interface to I2C bus
Red/yellow/green LEDs
Radio MAC laye
Microphone interface
Hardware potentiometer for transmit power
Random number generator
Receive Active Message
Send Active Message
Init, start, and stop components
Get current time
Lightweight encryption/decryption
Watchdog timer control

processing unit [8]. Different sensing unit of different sensors are compared in
Table 2.1.

2.1.2

Wireless Sensor Network: Software Systems

Operating system in the sensor network is much lighter than general purpose operating systems as because of sensor nodes have resource constraints in terms of
processing power, memory size and energy. Here we discuss several operating systems developed so far to offer different solutions for sensor network applications.

TinyOS:
TinyOS [3] is a component based, event-driven programming model, developed in
NesC language [35]. In practice, a TinyOS program is a graph of components which
are independent entities and use TinyOS interfaces. The core TinyOS interfaces are
given in Table. 2.2.
15
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Each component is composed of three computational abstractions, which are commands, events, and tasks. Command initiates a service, for example initiating sensor
reading, whereas an event is generated when the service is complete. Events can
also be hardware interruption or any message arrival. Task is composed of several
commands and events that may be executed at a certain time [53].

LiteOS:

It is an open source, interactive and a multi-threaded operating system designed
specially for WSN devices. It supports Windows XP/Vista/7, MicaZ etc. LiteOS [2]
supports many features like a hierarchical file-system with shell interface and UNIXlike commands, kernel support for multi-threading, debugging and dynamic memory etc.
The overall architecture of LiteOS can be divided into three parts, like LiteShell,
LiteFS (file system), and the kernel. LiteShell is the UNIX like shell script runs
on the base-station to interact with the user. LiteShell commands can be categorized into file commands, process commands, debugging commands, environment
commands and device commands. File commands are similar to simple UNIX file
commands (like ls -l ). Process commands are used to run different applications on
sensors. In order to help with debugging, the debugging commands are introduced
in LiteOS. Examples of environment commands are history that displays the previous commands, who that shows the current user, man that generates command
reference, and echo to display strings. The LiteOS shell interacts with the sensors
using the device commands [22].
16
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Contiki:
Contiki [1] is also an open source and event-driven operating system for networked
and memory-constrained systems with a particular focus on low-power WSNs. It
is developed in C language. One of the distinguishable feature of Contiki is that it
can load and unload individual applications or services at run-time. Contiki also
supports concurrency by using multi-threading [29]. A comparison between these
operating systems is given in 2.3.
Table 2.3: Comparison of different operating systems
Feature
Publication
Language Support
Event Based
Programming
Multi-Threading
Platform Support

Simulator

2.2

TinyOS
2000
nesC
Yes

LiteOS
2008
LiteC++
Yes

Contiki
2004
C
Yes

Yes
Mica, Mica2, MicaZ,
TelosB, Tmote, IRIS,
Tinynode, Eyes
TOSSIM, Power Tossim

Yes
MicaZ, IRIS,
AVR MCU

Yes
Tmote, TelosB,
ESB, AVR MCU,
MSP430 MCU
Cooja, MSPSim,
Netsim

Through AVRORA

Wireless Sensor Network Simulators

Any WSN simulator consists of several modules namely events, sensor, protocols
and applications. Many different possible platforms are designed for simulating
and testing of different WSNs.

2.2.1

NS2

NS-2 [5] is a discrete event simulator targeted at networking research. It first designed in 1989 and since then it is expanded to support almost every field in net17
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working. Simulation for both wired and wireless network can be done using ns2.
NS2 is written in C++ and OTcl (object oriented tool command language). C++ is
used to design the internal mechanism and OTcl is used to set up the simulation by
calling the objects and scheduling discrete events. NS2 provides a large number of
C++ classes. Generally, simulation script contains Tcl commands which call these
C++ classes. However, one can build own classes and refer them in Otcl script.
At the end of the simulation, text-based simulation results are generated. One can
interpret these results using NAM (network animator) or XGgraph [99].
NS-2 supports several wireless media that includes IEEE 802.15.4 which is widely
used for WSN. Moreover, it also support battery models of sensor nodes. NS2 is extended to implement the energy consumption model of sensor network. After every
operation, the remaining energy of each sensor can be viewed in output file. Sensor
network based routing protocols like LEACH [38], TEEN [58], and PEGASIS [55],
are added in NS2 for better performance evaluation [41].

2.2.2

TOSSIM

TOSSIM [7] is a discrete event simulator for TinyOS WSNs and developed in UC
Berkeley. It is designed mainly for TinyOS application to be run on MICA Motes.
It captures the behavior and interaction of a thousand of TinyOS motes. TOSSIM
captures more realistic simulation results because it runs the same code in TinyOS
that runs in actual sensor nodes. By replacing some components of TinyOS, TOSSIM
translates hardware interrupts into discrete events [52].
18
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2.2.3

GLoMoSim

Global Mobile Information System Simulator (GloMoSim) [6] is designed for large
wireless and wired communication networks. GloMoSim is effective for hybrid networks that include wireless, wired and satellite based communication. In order
reduce the execution time, GloMoSim uses PARSEC (PARallel Simulation Environment for Complex systems) simulation language, which is a C-based simulation
language, developed by the Parallel Computing Laboratory at UCLA, for discrete
event simulation. Moreover, GloMoSim introduces aggregation techniques to increase performance. GloMoSim is useful when a large number of nodes, from 100
to 100000, needs to be simulated in the FoI. As GloMoSim uses parallel programming, it achieves higher performance if the number of nodes increases.

2.3

Node Deployment Strategies in Wireless Sensor
Network

Currently, sensor nodes are deployed on land, underground, and underwater. The
deployment strategies refer to the technique followed while deploying nodes within
the given FoI. Sensor nodes can be deployed deterministically or stochastically. In
deterministic deployment strategy sensor nodes are placed manually. In applications like home or office surveillance, this type of strategy is preferred. Whereas,
in stochastic deployment sensor nodes are scattered following a random process
within the FoI. Random deployment is favorable in hostile scenarios where it is not
possible to manually place the sensor. The example of random deployment strategies are uniform deployment and Poisson deployment where the sensor node are
19
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deployed following uniform distribution and Poisson process, respectively [94].

2.4

Quality of Service Requirements for various Datagathering Techniques

Many papers appeared in the literature managing QoS requirements in WSNs. Detailed survey of these approaches can be found in [23, 88, 95]. Depending on the
application requirements, the QoS can be referred as the degree of reliability, timeliness, robustness, availability, security etc. provided by the corresponding WSN [88].
The QoS requirements can be classified into application specific, like coverage, lifetime, and deployment cost, and network specific, like connectivity, scalability, delay,
packet loss, bandwidth, reliability, fault-tolerant, jitter and throughput etc [23]. In
this subsection, we give a brief survey of various QoS requirements that are relevant
in the context of our work for different data-gathering techniques.

2.4.1

Lifetime

Generally, sensor nodes are equipped with a limited, unattended battery power
source. Hence, in any WSN application, extending the lifetime remains one of
the key objectives along with satisfying other QoS requirements. Generally, energy
consumption is reduced using s/w scheduling techniques where the communication
device is switched off when no event is detected in the vicinity.
The s/w scheduling techniques can be further divided into synchronous and asynchronous s/w scheduling techniques. In synchronous s/w scheduling techniques,
20
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sensor nodes associates slots for communication whereas in asynchronous s/w scheduling nodes wake-up independently. A sender-receiver pair wakes-up the same time
to send/receive data-packets in synchronous s/w scheduling. In order to wake up
at the same time, nodes exchange synchronization messages in synchronous s/w
scheduling protocols.
In periodic data-gathering techniques, sensor nodes generate periodic data which
are gathered at the control unit. The application set includes environmental monitoring, battlefield surveillance, and many more [94]. As senors are monitoring
the environment continuously, tree-based forwarding strategies are often preferred.
Compared to an arbitrary network topology where each sensor node needs to maintain routing table, the tree based strategy saves cost, in terms of energy consumption, of maintaining routing table. Moreover, using data-aggregation at the parent
node decreases the amount of data-transmission and hence increases the lifetime in
correlated data-gathering. Many efficient tree construction strategies are proposed
in the literature [36, 31, 78, 100].
In [36], the authors studied the problem of constructing an efficient tree to send
the aggregated information to the sink. The main objective is to construct an efficient tree that minimizes the total amount of data transmitted. Minimizing the
total amount of data transmitted surely maximizes the lifetime. The author used a
randomized technique that approximates the optimal tree. Enachescu et al. [31],
considered a grid of sensors and propose a simple randomized tree construction
scheme that achieves a constant factor approximation to the optimal tree. In [78],
the authors presented a continuous data-gathering protocol that efficiently collects
data while maintaining constant local state and making only local decisions. Khan
and Pandurangan in [44] proposed a distributed algorithm that constructs an ap21
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proximate minimum spanning tree (MST) in arbitrary networks.
In [87], Shroff et al. showed that the problem of finding the optimal datagathering tree that maximizes lifetime for a given data-generation rate is NP-Complete.
The authors proposed a tree construction method that starts from an arbitrary tree
and iteratively reduces the load on bottleneck nodes (nodes likely to soon deplete
their energy due to high degree or low remaining energy). This method completes
in polynomial time and provides a near optimal solution.
Generally, in periodic data-gathering nodes exchange data packets at periodic intervals. Hence synchronous s/w scheduling techniques are energy efficient where
every sender-receiver pair associates slots for communication [85]. Exact clock synchronization is required for synchronous s/w scheduling1 , which is very difficult to
achieve because of the imperfect crystal oscillator [85]. The most governing factors
for clock-disagreement are phase-offset2 and clock-skew3 . In order to circumvent
the effect of clock-skew, time synchronization protocols are applied. Sensor nodes
synchronize time by calculating expected phase offset and expected clock-skew. At
the end of time synchronization, clocks may diverge as a result of estimation error
involved in synchronization which follows normal distribution with zero mean [85].

Synchronization
In traditional synchronization schemes the sender periodically sends messages containing its current clock value to synchronize the time with the receiver. An extension of this approach is a two-way message passing to estimate the propagation
1

This is because a sender-receiver pair needs to wake-up at the same time
Phase-offset denotes the clock difference (or time difference) between two sensors at an instant
of time.
3
The clock-skew refers to the difference in actual and expected crystal oscillator frequency.
2
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delay in order to increase the accuracy of clock-synchronization [61]. Generally,
synchronization error occurs as a result of nondeterminism present in send time,
channel access time, propagation time, and receive time. In order to remove this
nondeterminism, Elson et al. proposed Receiver-Broadcast Synchronization (RBS)
scheme [30], by broadcasting physical layer beacons. The neighbors compare the
arrival time of these beacons and calculate phase-offset and clock-skew using leastsquare linear regression model. As a result of several rounds of message exchange
RBS consumes a significant amount of energy. In Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor
Networks (TPSN) [33], nodes exchange only two way time-stamped synchronization messages at medium access control (MAC) layer and calculate the phase offset.
It successfully eliminates synchronization error caused by access time and propagation delay, but unable to estimate the clock-skew. In flooding time synchronization
protocol [60], Maroti et al. combined TPSN and RBS to estimate the clock-skew
using linear regression. In [34], Ganeriwal et al. proposed an energy efficient long
term synchronization scheme by transmitting synchronization beacons at periodic
intervals to maintain desired bound on synchronization error. The authors used
the least square based scheme to calculate the clock-skew from a set of received
beacons. It also adapts to change in clock drift and environmental conditions to
achieve application-specific precision with high probability [34]. Similar approach
is followed in [80, 73, 30, 34] to calculate expected phase shift and clock-skew
among the neighbors. We only discuss the significant contributions in the literature, the detailed survey of these protocols can be found in [77, 48].
Although there are many synchronization protocols are available, none of them
can completely remove the clock-disagreement. This is because of inaccuracy and
non-determinism present in time synchronization protocol and some external fac23
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tors that affects clock-skew. In order to mitigate this effect and circumvent any
message loss nodes wake up earlier than the scheduled wake up time which is
known as guard time. In [92], the authors used a fixed guard time to compensate
any message loss. In the absence of time synchronization, the guard time tends to
increase as time passes which in turn increases energy consumption. In order to
conserve more energy, Wu et al. dynamically vary guard-time as time passes while
satisfying given threshold message capture probability in the presence of normally
distributed synchronization error [85].
If the time elapses from last-synchronization increases, the amount of energy consumption during guard-time increases rapidly. The use of periodic switch-on/off
within the guard-time during data-collection is first proposed by Beber et al. [19] recently, to conserve the energy consumption during guard-time. In BailighPulse [19],
a sensor node wakes up multiple times within the guard-time, such that every time
it polls the channel for any activity. If any activity is present, data-transmission begins, else the node switches off its transceiver to save energy and wakes up at the
next beacon interval.

In applications like intrusion detection, tsunami detection, forest-fire detection,
volcanic event detection, and many more, the sensor nodes remain idle unless
and until a critical event occurs in the vicinity, and once detected, the event information is forwarded to the base-station as early as possible [84]. This type
of data-gathering is known as event-driven data-gathering. In event driven datagathering, synchronous s/w scheduling is not energy efficient. Passing synchronization messages increases energy consumption, which may be a major dominating
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Table 2.4: Comparison between different s/w scheduling techniques
Paper

Synchronous

Objective

Solution

Yes

Network
Type
Tree based

[36]

Maximize lifetime

[31]

Yes

Tree based

Maximize lifetime

[78]

Yes

Tree based

Maximize lifetime

[44]

Yes

Minimum
Spanning Tree

Minimize
data transmission

[87]

Yes

Tree based

Maximizes lifetime

[92]

Yes

Tree/graph based

[66]

No

Random
forwarding

Minimizes energy
Consumption in
presence of
clock-skew
Minimizes critical
event delay

[20]

No

Random
forwarding

[39]

No

Anycasting
forwarding

Randomized
technique that
approximates
optimal tree
Randomized tree
construction,
achieves a
constant factor
approximation to
the optimal tree
Distributed protocol
makes local
decisions
Distributed protocol:
approximate
minimum
spanning tree
Polynomial time,
near optimal
solution
Multiple time
wakes-up
within
guard-time
Asynchronous long
preamble-sampling
based protocol
Asynchronous short
and strobed
preamble-sampling
shortest path
anycasting tree

[102, 56]

No

Anycasting
forwarding

[18, 68, 69]

No

Anycasting
forwarding

[46]

No

Anycasting
forwarding

[45]

No

Anycasting
forwarding

Minimizes delay
and maximizes
lifetime
Minimizes delay
and maximizes
lifetime
Minimizes delay
and maximizes
lifetime
Minimizes delay
and maximizes
lifetime
Minimizes expected
delay and maximizes
lifetime
Minimizes delay
and maximizes
lifetime
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Exploits
geographical
distance
Minimizes
hop-count
information
Optimal anycasting
distance
forwarding
technique
Delay optimal
anycasting scheme
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factor in rare event detection application. Whereas in asynchronous s/w scheduling
techniques, since sensor nodes wake-up independently, no clock-synchronization is
required with the neighboring nodes, which in turn decreases energy consumption [45]. Hence, in event-driven data-gathering asynchronous s/w scheduling
techniques are considered to be more energy efficient.
An asynchronous preamble-sampling based protocol which exploits Low-PowerListening (LPL), is proposed in [66]. Nodes periodically listen for a short time
to decide ongoing transmission. If an event is detected, the sender attaches long
preamble before transmitting data. LPL minimizes energy consumption when no
event is detected, whereas consumes more energy due to long preambles. In order
to minimize energy consumption for long preamble, short and strobed preambles
based strategies are proposed [20], using additional low power radio, which increases sensor cost. In order to reduce the cost for additional low power radio,
a similar strategy is proposed without the need of an ultra low power radio [72].
The trade-off between energy efficiency and latency associated with waking up the
nodes, is also discussed in [72].
In hybrid data gathering schemes, the sensor nodes switch between event-driven
and periodic according to the requirement or application specification. Consider a
forest monitoring system where the sensor nodes are deployed to monitor several
physical phenomena like temperature, humidity, and many more using a periodic
approach. However, if any critical event like fire breaks out within the forest this
event information is forwarded to the base-station as early as possible in order
to minimize the damage. Similar application is environmental monitoring with
earthquake or volcanic event detection, and many more [11, 9, 76].
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Several works appeared in hybrid data-gathering to improve QoS. In [59], Arati
Manjeshwar and Dharma P. Agarwal proposed a hybrid protocol APTEEN that can
handle both periodic and event-driven queries. APTEEN uses soft and hard threshold to switch between event-driven and time-driven approach. Generally, the sensor
nodes send data-packets if an event is detected. If no event is detected for sometime,
the sensor nodes switch to time-driven approach and starts sending data-packets periodically. In order to prolong the lifetime further, in SINA [75] instead of all nodes
joining the information-gathering process, only a set of nodes participate in the
process and hence nodes are included selectively. In [51], a hybrid energy-efficient
protocol was proposed that supports dynamic switching between event and time
driven data-reporting scheme. The sensor nodes that are going to detect an event
in the near future wake up pro-actively along with the nodes that are detecting the
event.

2.4.2

Delay

QoS guarantees may be required to ensure that the occurrence of a high priority
data is to be delivered to the destination with certain bounds on delay. This is
referred as delay constraint. In this subsection, we briefly survey the delay-aware
network protocols proposed in recent times. A detailed study of the literature can
be found in [10].
Shanti and Sahoo [70] have proposed a periodic data gathering protocol, called
Delay Guaranteed Routing and MAC (DGRAM) protocol, that provides deterministic delay guarantee. Their protocol requires a short beacon exchange phase to
gather node location information. Then, it uses slot reuse technique to reduce
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latency between two successive medium accesses by a sensor node, with a slot allocation strategy that does not require exchange of control messages. This technique
makes the deployment self-configuring, then each node runs a short beacon exchange phase to learn about the topology of the network. It also allows sensors
to go to sleep when they are not communicating to save energy. The authors have
presented the method to assign time slots to sensor nodes and show how the slots
are reused by nodes that are non-interfering. They have presented delay analysis
of DGRAM to prove its delay bound. Their simulation results have shown that their
analytical delay bound is always guaranteed by the protocol. Cuomo et al. [25]
proposed a clustered-tree topology that improves energy consumption using aggregation and reduce the delay. In order to reduce the the delay the authors minimized
the number of hops between the source and the sink. They have shown that their
algorithm minimizes delay using simulation.
Bhuiyan et al. [17] minimized the delay by choosing nodes that are having light
loads and incurring low delay during data forwarding towards the Base Station
(BS). They considered that all nodes describe their congestion status and delay
measurements by broadcasting periodic control data packets to allow neighboring
nodes to utilize these data during route selection process. Hence the performance of
their proposed scheme depends on the successful delivery of these control packets.
Lin and Van der Schaar [54] have proposed a multi-hop network to optimize the
overall performance of several delay-sensitive applications under different network
dynamics. Furthermore, they have investigated how nodes can independently learn
the network dynamics online, based on their available information. This online
learning strategy enables the users to adapt their cross-layer techniques in real time
fashion to the changing environment so that the nodes can maximize the usefulness
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of the delay-sensitive applications.
He et al. [37] have proposed the SPEED algorithm which is a stateless, localized
routing algorithm for WSNs that provides real-time communication. The authors
have assumed that nodes are aware of their location, routing can be done by selecting at each step, nodes which are closer to the destination than the actual one.
Because SPEED only maintains immediate neighbor information, they have used a
beaconing module to exchange neighbor locations.
Nandi and Yadav [64] have proposed a QoS aware MAC protocol for WSNs and
its cross-layer extension to network layer to provide QoS to delay sensitive WSN
scenarios. They have considered both event driven traffic which needs immediate attention and periodic reporting traffic. They have reduced the delay suffered
by using three techniques; difference in sleep schedules (DSS) of nodes through
dynamically regulating duty cycle based on utilization.
As mentioned earlier, in order to save energy nodes use s/w scheduling techniques. In event driven data-gathering, synchronous s/w scheduling is not energy
efficient. Passing synchronization messages increases energy consumption, which
may be a major dominating factor in rare event detection application.
In event-driven data-gathering, along with lifetime another most important QoS
requirement is e2e delay. In asynchronous s/w scheduling, each node wakes up
independently and waits for the next hop node to wake up before transmitting any
packet which inturn increases one-hop delay. If one-hop delay increases, e2e delay
increases as well.
In order to minimize the delay incurred by asynchronous strategies, anycasting
based packet forwarding schemes are proposed in the literature. In anycasting
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based packet forwarding schemes, each node maintains a set of candidate nodes to
forward a data packet. Actually, data packet is forwarded to the first node wakes
up within the forwarding set. Since each node maintains a set of forwarding nodes,
compared to a single forwarding node in traditional approaches, anycasting strategy
decreases expected waiting time significantly [46].
Several anycasting based packet forwarding schemes are discussed in the literature for wireless networks. In order to route a data-packet efficiently, shortest path
anycasting tree is proposed in [39]. Compared to general shortest path tree, in the
shortest path anycasting tree, instead of forwarding the packet to a single parent,
every node maintains a set of multiple parents, and forwards the data-packet to the
first node wakes up within this set. Geographical distance to the sink is exploited
in [102, 56], to minimize the e-delay. Hop-count information is also used to minimize the delay in the routing path [18, 68, 69]. Moreover, in [63] the authors used
both hop-count and power consumption metrics to reduce the overall cost of forwarding a data-packet from the source to the sink, which in turn increases overall
lifetime of the network.
Kim et al. proposed an anycasting forwarding technique, in which neighboring
nodes are added to the forwarding set only when they collectively minimize overall
expected e-delay [46]. The authors developed an optimal anycasting forwarding
technique to minimize the expected event-reporting delay for given wake-up rate
in [46]. Next, the same authors studied the joint optimization problem to find the
wake-up rate and forwarding policy that minimizes the delay and maximizes the
lifetime. But when an actual critical event occurs, the packets may follow a longer
route to the base station. In order to minimize path length, the same authors developed a delay optimal anycasting scheme [45], where nodes do not immediately
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forward the packet, instead they wait for some time and then opportunistically
forward only when expected delay involves for waiting is more. A comparison of
different s/w scheduling techniques is given in Table. 2.4.

2.4.3

Overall Cost of the Network

Another important QoS requirement is minimizing overall cost of the network. Cost
is defined as the factor of the expected number of sensors present in the FoI times
cost of each sensor. The expected number of nodes present in the FoI is the factor of
the density times the area of the FoI. It can also be noted here that density refers to
the number of sensors present in the unit area. For a uniform random deployment
with density λ, the overall cost of the network is defined as λ × ||A|| × C, where
||A|| and C respectively denotes the area of FoI and cost of each sensor. In order to
minimize the overall cost of the network, critical sensor density(CSD) is estimated.
CSD refers to the minimum number of sensors required to satisfy given constraints.
Coverage in WSNs determines how well the FoI is covered. As sensor nodes are
equipped with a limited, unattended battery power source, the maximum lifetime
coverage problem emerged in the literature. For a given WSN, the problem of
finding the set of sensors that provides coverage requirement and the time duration
for the set of sensors to be active, such that the lifetime is maximum, is known as
the maximum lifetime coverage problem.
Existing works focus on organizing the sensors into a number of scheduling subset
such that each subset provides the desired lever of coverage. The work in [12, 89,
82] minimize the number of sensors in a subset by identifying redundant sensors. In
order to guarantee both coverage and connectivity, Coverage Connectivity Protocol
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(CCP) is proposed in [91] that shows if the communication range is at least twice
the sensing range of a sensor, then connectivity is taken care of by the coverage.
One can refer to [81] for a detailed survey of these techniques. The problem of
finding CSD to satisfy a given coverage requirement is well addressed in literature.
Zhang and Hou estimated CSD to cover a given FoI with high probability [96]. They
extended it to show that grid based deployment requires lower density compared
to uniform and Poisson distribution [97].
The problem of finding CSD for random deployment of nodes in a heterogeneous
WSN is addressed in [50]. Yen et al. derived the expected coverage ratio for a randomly deployed WSN [93]. They mapped the stochastic coverage problem into set
intersection problem and use integral geometry to find the expected coverage ratio.
The theoretical results are verified using simulation results. In [90], the authors
studied the problem of finding CSD to satisfy both coverage and connectivity requirement. The authors also showed a relation between coverage and connectivity.
Specifically, they showed that if the communication range is at least twice of the
sensing range, the FoI is inherently k-connected if it is k-covered.
These studies mostly focus on either full connectivity or k-connectivity in the network. The problem of finding CSD for partial connectivity is addressed by Cai et
al. in [21]. Assuming that the sensor deployment follows Poisson distribution, the
authors found the CSD of the sensor nodes for given partial connectivity requirement ρ, such that the probability of at least a fraction ρ sensors are connected in
the network is high. The problem of finding the CSD for a fault-tolerant network is
addressed in [28]. In a 3-D WSN, the problem of finding CSD that satisfies given
coverage and connectivity requirements is addressed in [13]. In [65], the authors
given an upper bound on the lifetime for given density and degree of coverage.
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3
Minimum Cost Event Driven WSN
with Spatial Differentiated QoS
Requirements
3.1

Introduction

In a rare event driven data gathering application, like intrusion detection, tsunami
detection and forest-fire detection, nodes remain idle for most of the time until an
event occurs. Some of the key QoS requirements in these type of applications are
the lifetime, e2e delay, and the overall deployment cost of the network. Lifetime
refers to the duration of time before the first node depletes its energy completely
it the network. E2e delay is the average delay between an event is detected and
the event information reaches to the base-station. If we assume that N nodes are
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deployed in the network such that each node is associated with cost CN ode , then the
overall cost of the network is denoted as CN et = CN ode × N . Let us assume that
nodes are deployed uniform randomly with rate λ. If λ increases, the average cost
of the network CN et may increase, and vice versa. In these type of networks, some
of the key objectives are maximizing the lifetime, minimizing the e2e delay and
minimizing the overall cost of the network, and satisfying the given coverage and
connectivity requirement etc. Cost is defined as the factor of the expected number
of sensors present in the FoI times cost of each sensor. The expected number of
nodes present in the FoI is the factor of the density times the area of the FoI. It
can also be noted here that density refers to the number of sensors present in the
unit area. For a uniform random deployment with density λ, the overall cost of the
network is defined as λ × ||A|| × C, where ||A|| and C respectively denotes the area
of FoI and cost of each sensor.
In applications like fire or disastrous event detection, an event detected close
to the central facility needs to reach faster than an event detected far away. In
other words, there can be a large variation in QoS requirements for different areas
within the FoI. High priority areas are associated with stringent QoS requirements,
whereas low priority areas are with relaxed QoS requirements. Assume the basestation along with the central facility is located in the middle of a convex-shaped
FoI (refer Fig. 3.1). The area around the central facility is divided into circular
rings with exponential e2e delay constraints like 1 ms, 10 ms, 100 ms, 1 s, 10 s, 100 s,
etc. If an event is detected in an area with darker shade, the event information
must reach to the base-station much faster than an event is detected in areas with
lighter shades. Designing a minimum cost network for such an application while
satisfying the delay constraint for each area and the lifetime requirement of the
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overall network is an interesting problem. Hence, in this chapter we are interested
in the problem of finding a minimum cost WSN for a given spatial differentiated e2e
delay constraints and lifetime requirement in a convex-shaped FoI.
Generally, sensor nodes are deployed in a rectangular, squared shaped or in a
circular area. In order to provide a general solution that is applicable in all of
these cases we considered the FoI to be a convex-shaped. An example for such
a convex-shaped FoI is a when nodes are deployed in a l × l m2 area. We use a
stochastic method to estimate the expected e2e delay for a given density and use
this analysis to find the expected critical sensor density (CSD) that satisfies both the
delay constraint and the lifetime requirements. Next we use the estimated CSD to
find the minimum cost WSN.
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Figure 3.1: Different priority areas

In event-driven data-gathering, anycasting forwarding techniques are used to
minimize the delay and maximize the lifetime. In anycasting forwarding strategy,
density governs e2e delay and lifetime. With increasing the density, e2e delay may
decrease for a given wake up rate. In the contrary, for a given e2e delay, increasing
the density may result in increasing overall lifetime of the network. In order to
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increase network lifetime, for a given e2e delay constraint, one can decrease the
wake up rate by increasing the density. But, increasing the density increases the
overall cost of the network. Hence, we address the problem: what is the CSD that
satisfies given delay constraint and lifetime requirement, when nodes follow anycasting
forwarding strategy? If the FoI is divided into k areas such that each area, Ai , has
a delay constraint Di , and lifetime constraint L, then the problem can be defined
formally as,

min

λ1 ,λ2 ,...,λk

k
X
{
||Ai || × λi × C} subject to
i=1

Di0 ≤ Di ∀i,
||Ai || > 0, λi ≥ λc > 0 , Di > 0 ∀i,
L0 > L > 0, w > 0, C > 0,

(3.1)

where Di0 denotes the expected e2e delay in an area Ai , L0 denotes the average
lifetime, w denotes the wake-up rate and λc denotes the density requirement to
P
satisfy coverage and connectivity. In order to minimize m
i=1 ||Ai || × λi × C, we
minimize ||Ai || × λi × C for all i. Hence, we re-write Eq. 3.1 as,
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min {||Ai || × λi × C} subject to
λi

Di0 ≤ Di ,
||Ai || > 0, λi ≥ λc > 0 , Di > 0,
L0 > L > 0, w > 0, C > 0,

(3.2)

for all i. We use a stochastic approach to estimate expected e2e delay for a given
sensor density and use this analysis to find the CSD that satisfies given requirements
in an area.
The problem of finding the CSD is well addressed in the literature, but in the context of satisfying coverage and connectivity requirements [96, 97, 50, 93, 90, 98, 14,
21, 28]. The authors in [65] derived an upper bound on the lifetime of the network,
but for given spatial differentiated delay constraints and lifetime requirement, to
the best of our knowledge, the problem of finding CSD is not addressed in the literature. Proposed anycasting forwarding techniques [102, 56, 18, 68, 69, 46, 45]
in the literature are not applicable to find CSD for given delay and lifetime requirements.

3.2

Minimum Cost Network for Spatial Differentiated
QoS

We use a stochastic approach to find the minimum cost network for a given delay
constant of each area and the lifetime requirement of the whole network. First we
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Figure 3.2: Packet forwarding protocol
estimate the CSD for given delay constraints and lifetime requirement, and use this
analysis to find the minimum cost network. In order to find the CSD for given delay
constraint and lifetime requirement, we first analyze the expected e2e delay for a
given sensor density.

3.2.1

Expected e2e Delay

First we use a stochastic approach to estimate the expected e2e delay of a randomly
chosen sensor i, located at a distance disi from the base-station in a circular-shaped
FoI. Then we extend this analysis to estimate the maximum expected e2e delay of
a convex-shaped FoI.

Expected e2e Delay for a Fixed Size Forwarding Set
We assume random uniform deployment of nodes in a circular-shaped FoI. We also
assume that a sensor located at a point c, can only communicate perfectly within
a circular region of radius C centered at c, which is denoted by A(c, C). In our
protocol before sending a data packet, a node sends a beacon signal of duration
tB , followed by an ID signal of duration tC , and listens for acknowledgment of
duration tA (refer Fig. 3.2). If any node hears the beacon and the ID signal, it
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sends acknowledgment only if it belongs to the forwarding set, else go to sleep and
wakes up after

1
,
w

where w denotes the asynchronous periodic wake up rate. Let

{i1 , i2 , ..., ik } be the forwarding set of node i. The probability of any node in the
forwarding set wakes up at hth beacon signal is defined as pw =

tI
,
1/w

if h <

1/w
,
tI

else

1, where tI = tA + tB + tC denotes the beacon interval. Assume node ik ∈ Fi wakes
up at hth beacon signal. Note that, 1 ≤ h ≤

1/w
.
tI

We denote hmax =

1/w
.
tI

Let Wh denotes the event that the packet is forwarded at hth beacon. Note that the
packet is forwarded at hth beacon only if no node wakes up during (h − 1) beacons
and atleast one node wakes up during hth beacon. The probability of no node wakes
up during (h − 1) beacons is (1 − pw )k(h−1) and the probability that atleast one node
wakes up during hth beacon is (1 − (1 − pw )k ).
Hence, the probability of the packet is forwarded after hth beacon is,

P (Wh ) = ((1 − pw )k(h−1) )(1 − (1 − pw )k ).

(3.3)

Hence, expected one hop delay is given by

j

dk,w =

1/w
tI

k

X

P (Wh ) ∗ h + tD ,

(3.4)

h=1

where tD denotes the transmission delay. The expected e2e delay of a node i is
the sum of the expected one hop delay and the expected e2e delay of the nodes
in its forwarding set. Since, every node in forwarding set has equal asynchronous
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periodic wake up rate w, the probability of the packet is forwarded to any node
k
P
1
is k1 , and the expected e2e delay of its forwarding set nodes is
∗ Dij ,k,w , for
k
j=1

1 ≤ j ≤ k, where Dij ,k,w denotes the respective expected e2e delay of node ij .
Hence follows the lemma.
Lemma 1. Let {i1 , i2 , ..., ik } be the forwarding set of node i. If Dij ,k,w , denotes the
respective expected e2e delay of node ij , for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, then the expected e2e delay
k
P
1
of node i, such that (i 6= j), is given by Di,k,w = dk,w +
∗ Dij ,k,w , where dk,w =
k
j=1

j

1/w
tI

k

P

P (Wh,k ) ∗ h + tD .

h=1

Expected e2e Delay of a Circular-shaped FoI
In this subsection, we use the numerical iteration technique to estimate the maximum of the expected e2e delay in a circular-shaped FoI with the base-station positioned at its center.
The overall e2e delay decreases if the neighboring nodes with the lower e2e delay
are included in the forwarding set [46]. Increasing the number of nodes in the
forwarding set decreases expected one-hop delay but may increase the expected
e2e delay of its forwarding set nodes. Hence, in order to reduce the expected e2e
delay of node i, only neighboring nodes which collectively minimizes the overall
expected e2e delay are included in its forwarding set. The e2e delay of a node
increases as the distance from the base-station increases for a given density. Hence,
a linear search within the neighboring nodes, with higher priority to the nodes
closer to the base-station efficiently selects the forwarding set, which minimizes
overall expected e2e delay. The expected e2e delay of a given FoI is the expected
e2e delay of the farthest node from the base-station.
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The e2e delay of the nodes are estimated in the increasing order of their distance
from the base-station. We estimate the e2e delay of the nodes closer to the basestation first, and use the results to estimate the e2e delay of their neighbors which
are away from the base-station. Since the base-station is always awake, the e2e
delay of the nodes within its communication range is equal to transmission delay
tD . We denote this direct communication circle by CD .
In order to estimate the maximum expected e2e delay, we divide the FoI into rings
using concentric circles centered at base-station, and estimate the expected e2e
delay for a randomly chosen node in each ring. First, we estimate the expected e2e
delay of a randomly chosen node within the first ring using the e2e delay of nodes
within the direct communication range of the base-station. Assuming base-station is
positioned at bp , we estimate the minimum expected e2e delay of a randomly chosen
node i within the circular annulus CA(bp , C, C+δ1 ), such that the neighboring nodes
closer to base-station belongs to CD . The circular annulus CA(bp , Ri , Rj ) between
two concentric circles, centered at bp with radii Ri and Rj , such that Rj > Ri , is
defined as the area between their boundaries.
For a node i at a distance disi from the base station, the effective forwarding
region of communication, ECi , is the intersection of the open circular area with radius disi centered at the base-station and communication region of node i, as shown
in Fig. 3.3(a). The following lemma quantifies the effective forwarding region of
communication, which can be proved using simple geometry.

Lemma 2. Consider a node i with communication range C and at a distance of disi ,
such that disi > C, from the base-station. The area of the effective forwarding region of




C2
C
2
−1
C
+2
cos
1
−
disi 2 −
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Figure 3.3: Estimation of e2e delay in a circular-shaped FoI
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.

Proof. The effective forwarding region of communication, ECi , is the intersection
of the open circle with radius disi centered at base-station and closed circle with
radius C centered at node i. The intersection points between the circle centered
at (0, disi ) with radius dis
! i and the circle centered at (0, 0) with radius C are
r

2
C2
C2
, 2dis
. The angle associated between these points for the circle
± C 2 − 2dis
i
i


C
centered at (0, 0) with radius C is 2cos−1 2dis
. Hence, the area associated for the
i


C
circle centered at (0, 0) with radius C is, C 2 ∗ 2 cos−1 2dis
. Note that ECi is the
i
sum of this area and the area associated with two symmetrical sectoral cut by the
line joining (0, 0) and
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In order to calculate the area associated by the sectoral cut, we first calculate the
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area associated by the angle cos
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The following lemma estimates the intersection of a circle and the effective forwarding region of communication for node i, which can be proved using simple
geometry.

Lemma 3. Consider a node i at a distance disi from the base station, with communication range C. The intersection of a circle centered at base-station (bp ) with radius
Rj = disi − δ, 0 < δ ≤ C, and the effective forwarding region of communication of
node i(refer Fig. 3.3(c)), CI(disi , δ), is
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Proof. Note that the intersection of a circle centered at base-station (bp ) with radius
Rj = disi − δ, 0 < δ ≤ C, and the effective forwarding region of communication
of node i, ECi , is the intersection of the circle centered at base-station with radius
(disi − δ) and the circle centered at (0, 0) with radius C (refer Fig. 3.3(c)). The
intersection points of the circle centered at base-station and the circle centered at
node (0, 0) are
r


δ 2 −2disi δ−C 2
2disi

− C2 −

2

!
,δ

2 −2dis

2
i δ−C
2disi

r
and

C2 −



δ 2 −2disi δ−C 2
2disi

2

!
,δ

2 −2dis

2
i δ−C
2disi

.

The intersection of the circle centered at base-station with radius (disi − δ) and the
circle centered at node (0, 0) with radius C is the union of the sectoral area of the
circle centered at the base-station with radius (disi − δ) cut by the line joining the
points
r
− C2 −



δ 2 −2dis

i
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r
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2

!
,

δ 2 −2dis

i
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and the sectoral area of the circle centered at node (0, 0) with radius C cut by the
same line (see Fig. 3.3(d)). The sectoral area of the circle centered at node (0, 0)
r


2

δ 2 −c2 −2disi δ
−1 δ 2 −c2 −2disi δ
2
2 − δ 2 −c2 −2disi δ
with radius C is 2 cos
C
and the
C
−
2disi C
2disi
2disi
sectoral area of the circle
with radius (disi − δ) is
! centered at the base-station
r


2

δ 2 −c2 −2disi δ
disi −
2disi
δ 2 −c2 −2disi δ
2
2 − δ 2 −c2 −2disi δ
2cos−1
C
. Hence, inC
−
dis
−
i
disi −δ
2disi
2disi
tersection of the circle centered at base-station with radius (disi − δ) and the circle
centered at node (0, 0) with radius C is given in Eq. 3.5.

Let δ1 denotes the maximum width of the circular annulus CA(bp , C, C + δ1 ), such
that the effective forwarding region of communication ECi , is expected to contain
only neighbors, which are in the direct communication range of the base-station.
Therefore, the expected number of nodes in the shaded region in Fig 3.3(e) of
a node i is one, which is node i itself. Moreover, the expected area of the shaded
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region in Fig 3.3(e) is λ1 , where λ denotes the node density. The expected maximum
value of δ1 can be found by solving the following equation,

ECi − CI(disi , δ1 ) =

1
.
λ

(3.6)

We assume that Eq. 3.6 can be solved in constant time because it is a single variable
equation. In the following lemma we estimate the minimum expected e2e delay of
a node belongs to CA(bp , C, C + δ1 ).
Lemma 4. The expected minimum e2e delay of a randomly chosen node i within
the circular annulus CA(bp , C, C + δ1 ) such that the effective forwarding region of
communication, ECi , is expected
to
contain neighbors which can directly communicate
j
k
1/w
tI

with base-station, is Di,k,w =

P

ph,k,w ∗ h + tD , where k = ECi ∗ λ − 1 and λ denotes

h=1

the density.

Proof. Since C < disj ≤ C + δ1 and the effective forwarding region of communication ECi , is expected to contain neighbors which can directly communicate
with the base-station, then the expected number of sensors belong to this area is
||ECi || ∗ λ − 1. Since these nodes have minimum e2e delay tD , the overall e2e delay of node i decreases if all nodes are included in its forwarding set. Hence, the
minimum expected e2e delay of node i is,

j

Di,k,w =

1/w
tI

k

X

ph,k,w ∗ h + tD ,

h=1
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where k = ||ECi || ∗ λ − 1.

We gradually increase the distance from the base-station in steps of γ, and estimate the minimum expected e2e delay. We calculate the expected e2e delay of a
random node i at a distance C + δ1 + mγ for m ∈ N , using the estimated expected
e2e delay of the nodes which are within the distance C + δ1 + (m − 1)γ from the
base-station.
We divide the effective forwarding region of communication, ECi , into several
sectoral annuli such that every sectoral annulus is expected to contain only one
node, as shown in Fig. 3.3(f), for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, where k = ||ECi || ∗ λ − 1. The j th
sectoral annulus SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ) of node i, between two concentric circles, centered
at bp with radii βij1 , βij2 , such that βij1 > βij2 , is defined as the intersection of the
area between their boundaries and ECi .
Let i1 denotes the closest sectoral annulus to the base-station. βi11 is equal to
disi − C. βi12 can be found by solving the following equation.

CI(disi , βi12 − (disi − C)) =

1
.
λ

(3.8)

Note that βi21 = βi12 . Moreover, βij1 = βi(j−1) 2 , for 2 ≤ j ≤ k. For an arbitrary ij , βij2
can be calculated by solving the following equation.

CI(disi , βij2 − βij1 ) =
46
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,
λ
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for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. We assume the equations 6.8 and 6.9 can be solved in constant time
because these are single variable equations.
We first estimate the expected minimum e2e delay of a random node within j th
sectoral annulus, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and use these to estimate the expected minimum
e2e delay of a random node i.
Consider a random sectoral annulus SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ). Assume mi1 be the largest
integer such that C + δ1 + mi1 γ ≤ βij1 and mi2 be the smallest integer such that
C + δ1 + mi2 γ ≥ βij2 . In order to calculate the expected e2e delay of a random node
belongs to SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ), we use the expected e2e delay of nodes at distances
C + δ1 + (mi1 + 1)γ, C + δ1 + (mi1 + 2)γ, ..., C + δ1 + mi2 γ. The node can belong
to any one of the areas induced by the intersection between SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ) and the
ring formed by the circular annuli CA(bp , C + δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ), where mi1 ≤
t ≤ (mi2 − 1). In fact, the estimated minimum expected e2e delay of a random node
belongs to SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ) is proportional to the area induced by the intersection
between SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ) and the ring formed by the corresponding circular annuli.
Area induced by SAi,j (C + δ1 + mi1 γ, C + δ1 + (mi1 + 1)γ) is CI(disi , disi − (C + δ1 +
(mi1 +1)γ))− λ1 (k−j). Moreover, the area induced by SAi,j (C+δ1 +tγ, C+δ1 +(t+1)γ)
for mi1 < t ≤ (mi2 − 1) is

||SAi,j (C + δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ)|| = CI(disi , disi − (C + δ1 + tγ))
−

t−1
X

1
kSAi,j (C + δ1 + sγ, C + δ1 + (s + 1)γ)k − (k − j).
λ
s=1

The probability of node ij belongs to SAi,j (C + δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ) is
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||SAi,j (C + δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ)||λ. Let Dij ,tγ denotes minimum expected e2e
delay of a random node within SAi,j (C + δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ). Hence, an upper
bound for the expected e2e delay Dij of node ij , is
(mi2 −1)
P
||SAi,j (C + δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ)||λDij ,tγ .
t=mi1

We use expected e2e delay Dij of a random node belongs to ij th sectoral annulus,
to find the minimum expected e2e delay of node i at a distance disi = C + δ1 + mγ.
Consider a randomly chosen node i at a distance disi = C + δ1 + mγ from the basestation. We divide the effective forwarding region of communication, ECi , into
ECi ∗ λ − 1 sectoral annuli such that every sectoral annulus is expected to contain
one node. Assuming Dij denotes the estimated minimum expected e2e delay for a
randomly selected node within circular annulus ij , for 1 ≤ j ≤ (ECi ∗ λ − 1), which
is calculated as shown earlier using the minimum expected e2e delay of nodes at
distances C + δ1 + γ, C + δ1 + 2γ, ..., C + δ1 + (m − 1)γ. A linear search over the
nodes at every sectoral annulus, with higher priority given to nodes closer to the
base-station effectively selects k 0 required number of nodes in the forwarding set,
that minimizes overall e2e delay [46]. Hence, minimum expected e2e delay of node
i is upper bounded by,

0

Di,k0 ,w

j

where dk0 ,w =

1/w
tI

k
X
1
∗ Dij ,
= dk0 ,w +
0
k
j=1

(3.10)

k

P

P (Wh,k0 ) ∗ h + tD . Hence, follows the theorem.

h=1

Theorem 1. Assume Dij denotes the estimated minimum expected e2e delay for a
randomly selected node within circular annulus SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ) of node i at distance
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Figure 3.4: Estimation of new ECi
disi = C + δ1 + mγ from the base station, for 1 ≤ j ≤ (ECi ∗ λ − 1). Let k 0 nodes
are included in the forwarding set. An upper bound on
minimum
expected e2e delay of
j
k
node i is Di,k0 ,w = dk0 ,w +

k0
P
j=1

1
k0

1/w
tI

∗ Dij , where dk0 ,w =

P

P (Wh,k0 ) ∗ h + tD .

h=1

In order estimate the maximum of minimum e2e delay in a circular-shaped FoI,
we gradually increase the distance (such that disi > δ1 ) of a random node i from
the base-station, by γ, and estimate the minimum expected e2e delay. This process
continues till we reach the farthest point, which is at a distance equal to the radius
of FoI. Overall procedure is depicted in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Estimates maximum e2e delay of a circular shaped FoI with
radius r
Output: Dr : Maximum e2e delay in the FoI with radius r
1 Estimate tD , δ1 using Lemma 4
2 Set m = 1 and the distance of node i from base-station disi = δ1
3 do
4
Set disi = mγ + δ1
5
Find the required number of nodes (k 0 ) that minimizes e2e delay in ECi
using linear search
6
Estimate expected e2e delay Di,k0 ,w using Theorem 1
7
m++
8 while disi ≤ r
9 Di,k0 ,w = Dr
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Figure 3.5: Estimation of e2e delay in a convex-shaped FoI

Estimation of e2e delay of a Convex-shaped FoI

Consider a convex shaped FoI A =< p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , p5 >, as shown in Fig. 3.4(a), with
base-station located at bp . Let rA be the radius of the largest inscribed circle Cbp
inside A. The maximum expected e2e delay of Cbp can be found using Algorithm 1.
The steps involved to calculate the expected e2e delay of a node i ∈ A−Cbp is similar
to subsection 3.2.1 except the boundary of the FoI intersects ECi and CI(disi , δ).
The effective forwarding region of communication of the node i is the intersection
of ECi and A. There are three cases depending on the number of edges of the
convex polygon A intersecting ECi (refer Fig. 3.4(a)).
Case 1: If no edge is intersecting, then the effective forwarding region of commu50
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nication is same as ECi .
Case 2: If the effective forwarding region of communication is cut by only one
edge of A as shown in Fig. 3.4(b), then it can be estimated as follows. Assume a b
and ad
b c respectively denotes the line segment joining points a and b, and the arc
joining points a, b and c in counter clock-wise direction. Hence, the line segment
p1 p2 cuts ECi at q3 and q4 . Let (xi , yi ) be the co-ordinates of qi . The effective
forwarding region of communication, ECRiq0 q1 q2 q3 q4 , is enclosed between the line
q0 q1 q2 q3 q4
segment q3 q4 , arc q\
|| is
4 q0 q1 , and arc q\
1 q2 q3 . Hence, the area ||ECRi

||ECRiq0 q1 q2 q3 q4 ||

s

 2 2
C
C
2
2
disi − disi C −
= 2cos
1−
2
2disi
2disi



y 
C
3
+ cos−1
+ cos−1
C 2 + 4(q3 , q4 , q0 )
C
2disi




1
2
−1 disi − y4
x4 disi ,
disi −
+ cos
disi
2
−1



2



(3.11)

which can be verified by simple geometry.
Case 3: If ECi is cut by two line segments of two different sides of FoI as shown
in Fig. 3.4(c), then the effective forwarding area of communication is enclosed
between the line segment q4 q5 , arc q\
5 q0 q1 , line segment q1 q2 , and arc q\
2 q3 q4 , which
can also be found using similar method.
Next we estimate the area of the intersection of a circle centered at the basestation and the effective forwarding region of communication of a random node. In
a similar way, there are three possible cases depending on the number of edges of
the polygon A intersecting CI(disi , δ) (see Fig. 3.5(a)).
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Case 1: When CI(disi , δ) is not intersected by an edge of A, then it is same as
CI(disi , δ).
Case 2: If CI(disi , δ) is intersected by one edge (refer Fig. 3.5(b)), then the area is
enclosed between the line segment q4 q5 , arc q\
5 q1 q2 , and arc q\
2 q3 q4 . Using simple
geometry this area can be calculated.
Case 3:Similarly, if CI(disi , δ) is cut by two line segments of two different sides of
FoI (see Fig. 3.5(c)), then the intersected area is bounded by the line segment q5 q6 ,
arc q\
6 q1 q2 , line segment q2 q3 , and arc q\
3 q4 q5 .
Now we can calculate the expected e2e delay of a random node i ∈ A − Cbp .
Depending on the position of the node i, the expected e2e delay changes within the
same circular annulus, because the effective forwarding region of communication
and the e2e delay of the next-hop nodes change within the same circular annulus.
As mentioned earlier, the FoI is divided into several circular annuli in the steps
of γ. In order to calculate the e2e delay of a random node within each sectoral
annulus, we divide each sectoral annulus into several small parts of size δ as shown
in Fig. 3.5(d). Assuming the expected e2e delay Dδl , of the node within the sub
part δl of size ||δl ||, within the j th sectoral annulus of size ||SAi,j || is known, one
can find the expected e2e delay, Di,j , of a random node within j th sectoral annulus,
using the following equation.

Di,j =

X
∀l

||δl ||
× Dδl .
||SAi,j ||

The overall procedure is depicted in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Estimates maximum e2e delay of a convex-shaped FoI
1 Using Algorithm 1 estimate e2e delay of Cbp
2 Set m = 1, p = 1 and disi = radius of Cbp
3 Set γ and δ respectively to be the steps of circular annulus and the steps of
small part within each circular annulus
4 do
5
do
6
Estimate e2e delay of a node belongs within the small part of step δ
7
while for all small parts of step δ within the circular annulus
(disi + mγ, disi + mγ + 1)
8
m++
9 while for all circular annulus within the FoI
10 Select the maximum e2e delay
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3.2.2

Validation of the Analysis using Monte-Carlo Simulation

In order to validate our analysis, in this subsection we numerically evaluate the
expected e2e delay using Algorithm 2 for given density and wake-up rate, and
compare with simulation results. Specifically, this section validates the analysis
(and equations) by picking up its input from the same distribution used for the
analysis, and run it for a large number of times to show that the analysis obtained
is correct. We uniform randomly deploy 1000 nodes, with communication range of
200m, in a circular area with radius 1000 m, and calculate the average e2e delay
from the farthest node during each experiment. Note that the density is

1
π×1000

nodes per m2 area. We repeat such experiment by changing the seed of uniform
distribution and redeploy the nodes.
Each experiment consists of several tests, where in each experiment we calculate
the average e2e delay. Each test consists of the following things. Note that every
node has equal wake-up interval as w. Let hi denotes that node i wakes up at hth
beacon where hi is uniformly distributed within [1, hmax ]. In other words, node i
wakes up at hi beacon signal which is selected from a set of uniform randomly distributed integers within [1, hmax ]. The forwarding set of node i, Fi , contains the
neighboring nodes that are closer to the base-station and also within the communication range. Assume if denotes the node with the farthest distance from the basestation. The time when the critical event is generated at node if is selected from a
set of uniform randomly distributed numbers within [1, hm ax]. Let tif denotes the
time when the event is detected. Moreover, assume ifk ∈ Fif is the forwarding node
such that the difference between hifk and tif is minimum. In other words, ifk wakes
up at the earliest after tif . Hence, one hop delay between the event is detected
54
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to the event is forwarded to the next hop node is hifk − tif . In similar ways, we
calculate the delay to reach the packet to the base station. We repeat such tests for
10,000 times, re-assign hi ∀i, tif and calculate the average e2e delay.
For simplicity, we place the base-station in the middle of the FoI. We repeat the
experiment for 100 times. The average e2e delay obtained from the simulation
results along with the numerical estimation are shown in Fig. 3.6. Our numerical
estimation is close to the simulation results for various scenarios.
Impact of wake up interval: For different wake-up intervals, average e2e delays
are shown in Fig. 3.6(a). We assume fixed density as

1
π×1000

nodes per m2 area.

When the wake up interval increases, expected waiting time before sending a packet
also increases. This in turn increases e2e delay. Also note that the estimated expected e2e delay is always higher than the average e2e delay obtained from the
simulation.
Impact of density: Average e2e delays are shown in Fig. 3.6(b) while varying the
number of nodes in the FoI, for a fixed wake-up interval 500 ms. If the number
of nodes in the forwarding set increases, expected one hop delay decreases, which
in turn decreases expected e2e delay. Though the difference in simulation and
numerical estimation decreases as we increase the density, but the percentage of
over estimation on the expected e2e delay is almost same.
Impact of FoI: The average maximum e2e delays, while varying the size of FoI are
shown in Fig. 3.6(c), for a fixed wake up interval 500 ms and fixed density

1
π×1000

nodes per m2 area. As the radius of circular-shaped FoI increases, e2e delay also
increases rapidly. This is because, if the size of FoI increases, the number of hops
from the farthest node increases as well, which in turn increases the e2e delay.
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3.2.3

Minimum Cost Network for Lifetime and Delay Constraint

First we find the CSD for each area and then use this information to find the minimum cost network. Assume sensor nodes are deployed with the initial energy Q and
consume average energy Ew during a wake up interval and the energy required for
wake up. Moreover, Esetup denotes the required energy for setup and initial things
before the wake-up process starts. The average wake up rate w =

Q−Esetup
,
LEw

where

L is required lifetime constraint. The unit of L is same as the unit of time. Consider
an example where w is 2 per second, Q = 1000 mJ,Esetup = 1 mJ, and Ew = 10 µJ.
For these values, L is 49.95 × 103 s.
If the maximum expected e2e delay Di0 in the area is greater than the delay constraint Di , it is necessary to increase the density. The minimum sensor density λm
is defined as the density required to satisfy the coverage requirement, which can
be found using the methods described in [96, 97, 65]. In order to find the CSD
λ required to satisfy given delay Di , and lifetime constraint L, we formulate the
problem as follows.

min {||A|| ∗ λ ∗ C}
λ

subject to

Di0 ≤ Di , λm ≤ λc , and De , L, λc > 0,

where C denotes the cost of a sensor.
In order to find an upper bound λu for the CSD that satisfies given delay constraint
Di and lifetime requirement L, we exponentially increase the density λ from λm and
find λu that satisfies the delay constraint using section 3.2.1, with the average wake
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up rate w =

Q−Esetup
.
LEw

Next we use binary search between λu and

λu
2

to find the CSD

λ that minimizes the overall deployment cost.
The convex shaped FoI consists of k regions with delay constraint Di for region
Ai , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k (see Fig. 3.1). In order to find the minimum cost network, we find
the CSD λi , for each Ai , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, using Algorithm 1, and for the area Ak ,
λk can be found using the method described in subsection 9.
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Figure 3.7: Simulation scenario

3.3

Simulation Results

In this section we show the effectiveness of our approach using ns2 simulation.
We assume that the base-station (and the center facility) located in the middle of
a square shaped FoI with side length 2 r5 . The FoI consists of five different areas
A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , and A5 , defined by radius, r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , and r5 , as shown in Fig. 3.7.
Moreover, the areas A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , and A5 , are associated with delay constraints
D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 , and D5 , respectively. We consider nine cases as shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Different cases for simulation
A1
r1 = 200
D1 = 1 ms
D1 = 1 ms
D1 = 1 ms
D1 = 1 ms
D1 = 1 ms
D1 = 1 ms
D1 = 1 ms
D1 = 1 ms
D1 = 1 ms

A3
r3 = 800
D3 = 25 ms
D3 = 25 ms
D3 = 25 ms
D3 = 25 ms
D3 = 36 ms
D3 = 49 ms
D3 = 64 ms
D3 = 81 ms
D3 = 100 ms

3500

1600

3000

1400

A4
r4 = 1600
D4 = 125 ms
D4 = 125 ms
D4 = 125 ms
D4 = 125 ms
D4 = 216 ms
D4 = 343 ms
D4 = 512 ms
D4 = 729 ms
D4 = 1 s

2000
1500
1000

w
10 s
5s
2s
1s
1s
1s
1s
1s
1s
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0

0
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(b) case 2
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D5 = 4096 ms
D5 = 6.56 s
D5 = 10 s
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Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8
Case 9

A2
r2 = 400
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D2 = 5 ms
D2 = 5 ms
D2 = 5 ms
D2 = 6 ms
D2 = 7 ms
D2 = 8 ms
D2 = 9 ms
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(c) case 3

(d) case 4

Figure 3.8: Density for differentiated QoS cases: varying wake-up interval

We also assume that the sensor nodes follow anycasting forwarding strategy [46].
Also note that, we run the simulation for 20 times to calculate the average CSD that
satisfies the given constraint. The unit of density is number of sensors per unit area.
Other parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 5.2.
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Figure 3.9: Density for differentiated QoS cases: varying rate of change of delay
constraint
Table 3.2: Simulation parameters
Communication range
Data rate
Transmission Power
Receiving/Idle Power
Data packet length
Control packet length
Wireless Media
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100 m
19.2 kbps
19.5 mW
13.0 mW
8 bytes
3 byte
802.15.4
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Figure 3.10: Comparing different QoS with other approaches

3.3.1

Densities Vs Delay Constraint

Here we show that there exist substantial difference in densities for given delay
constraints. Different CSDs for different cases are shown in Fig. 3.8,3.9. If the
delay increases, the density decreases exponentially. This is because, if the density
decreases, one hop delay increases which in turn increases e2e delay. In other
words, lower density is sufficient to satisfy higher delay.
It can be noted from Fig. 3.8 that if the wake-up interval (and the lifetime) decreases, then CSDs for corresponding areas decrease as well. If the wake-up interval decreases, expected number of nodes in the forwarding set increases, which
decreases one-hop and e2e delay. As a result, for a fixed delay constraint, one can
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relax the density if wake-up interval decreases. Note that, if FoI remains same, the
rate at which density changes only depends on the rate at which delay constraint
changes. This can be observed in Fig. 3.8, where the rate at which delay constraint
increases remains same, even though the wake-up interval decreases. In the contrary, if the rate at which delay constraint changes, increases (refer Fig. 3.9), the
rate at which density changes also increase.

3.3.2

Minimizing Network Cost

In order to show the effectiveness in minimizing the cost, we compare the total
number of nodes required to satisfy delay and lifetime constraint in our approach
with the uniform critical sensor density (CSD) approach, and show the results in
Fig. 3.10(a). We fix the uniform density across the FoI that satisfies given delay
and lifetime constraints in all areas using the methods described in 3.2.3. Note
that, if we assume the closest area is with highest priority (as in Table. 3.1), then in
uniform CSD approach the sensor nodes are deployed across the FoI with the same
density as the density required to satisfy delay constraint in the closest area to the
base-station.
It can be observed from the figure that our approach minimizes the total number
of nodes significantly in all cases. Moreover, saving in the network cost increases if
wake-up interval increases. If wake-up interval increases, one-hop delay increases,
which in turn increases e2e delay. Hence, for a fixed delay constraint, density must
be increased to satisfy given delay constraint and lifetime requirement. In addition,
if the wake-up interval increases, the rate at which density changes across all areas,
increases as well. Hence, savings in our approach is higher for higher wake-up
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interval if other parameters are fixed. Also note that, if the rate of change of delay
constraint increases, our approach reduces cost further. This is because if this rate
increases, the difference in the density increases which can be seen in Fig. 3.9.

3.3.3

Satisfying delay and lifetime constraint

We fix the density across the area and show the effectiveness for satisfying delay
and lifetime constraints, in our approach. In order to compare the results, we
deploy the same number of nodes using uniform density across the FoI and show
the percentage of packets violated the delay constraint if wake-up interval (for given
lifetime constraint) is fixed as 1 s. In Table. 3.3 we show the different densities
for different cases in uniform-deploy and our approach. Note that, in both of the
approaches the total number of sensors deployed is same. Hence, the cost remains
same in both of the approaches. The results are shown in Fig. 3.10(b). Compared
to uniform density, our approach performs better in satisfying delay constraints.

3.4

Conclusion

In this work, we estimated the maximum expected e2e delay for convex-shaped FoI
with the given density and used this analysis to find the CSDs that satisfy given
spacial differentiated delay constraint and lifetime requirement. As a result of the
imperfect oscillator or some external reasons, the frequency of the crystal oscillator
embedded in each sensor varies unpredictably, which is known as clock-skew [85].
Because of clock-skew the wake-up rate may vary unpredictably which may increase
overall e2e delay. As a result, the delay constraint may not always be satisfied. In
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Table 3.3: Density for different cases (’U’-uniform approach, ’O’-our approach)
Case 1
Case 1
Case 2
Case 2
Case 3
Case 3
Case 4
Case 4
Case 5
Case 5
Case 6
Case 6
Case 7
Case 7
Case 8
Case 8
Case 9
Case 9

A1
0.297
3.0570
0.148
1.5284
0.059
0.6113
0.029
0.3056
0.018
0.3056
0.012
0.3056
0.010
0.3056
0.008
0.3056
0.007
0.3056

A2
0.297
0.7642
0.148
0.3820
0.059
0.1527
0.029
0.0763
0.018
0.0610
0.012
0.0508
0.010
0.0436
0.008
0.0381
0.007
0.0339

A3
0.297
0.3056
0.148
0.1527
0.059
0.0610
0.029
0.0305
0.018
0.0203
0.012
0.0144
0.010
0.0108
0.008
0.0084
0.007
0.0067

A4
0.297
0.1222
0.148
0.0610
0.059
0.0243
0.029
0.0121
0.018
0.0067
0.012
0.0040
0.010
0.0026
0.008
0.0018
0.007
0.0012

A5
0.297
0.0488
0.148
0.0243
0.059
0.0097
0.029
0.004
0.018
0.0022
0.012
0.0011
0.010
0.0006
0.008
0.00035
0.007
0.0002

Approach
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O

the next chapter, our objective is to constrain this increase in delay as a result of
clock-skew within given threshold.
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4
Satisfying end-to-end delay
Constraint in Event-driven
data-gathering in Presence of
Clock-skew

4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, we worked on the problem of finding minimum cost network for event-driven data-gathering applications like tsunami, forest fire and seismic event detection where the sensors remain idle until an (rare) event occurs and
once detected the event information needs to be forwarded to base-station within
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strict delay constraint.
In particular, we estimated the CSD for given delay constraint and lifetime requirement. However, the delay constraint may not always be satisfied because of
clock-skew1 . In order to circumvent the effect of clock-skew, several time synchronization protocols are proposed in the literature.
Generally in the time synchronization protocols, sensor nodes estimate expected
phase-offset

2

and expected clock-skew to synchronize time. However, clocks may

diverge as a result of estimation error involved in synchronization. Moreover, several environmental factors like temperature, pressure, radiation, magnetic fields,
etc. may vary the clock-skew. Frequent synchronization may reduce the clock divergence, but it is not energy efficient for the rare event detection scenario. Clockskew may vary the actual periodic wake-up interval over time and packets may
violate e2e delay constraint. None of the anycasting strategies [18, 68, 69, 46, 45]
considered the effect of clock-skew in e2e delay to the best of our knowledge, that
may lead to violate the delay-constraint in time-critical applications. This limitation
in the literature motivates us to find the critical wake-up rate that constrains the
overall increase in e2e delay.
The advancement in sensor technology allows the sensors to be heterogeneous, in
terms of different maximum clock-skew associated with them. Also note that, when
clock-skew is very low (sensors with the high precision hardware clock), the effect
of clock-skew on overall e2e delay becomes negligible. However, if the clock-skew
is high, may be beyond an acceptable threshold, it may pose severe consequences.
Hence, we assume that the amount of e2e delay increases as a result of clock-skew,
1

As a result of imperfect oscillator or some external reasons, the hardware oscillator frequency in
a sensor node varies unpredictably, which is known as clock-skew [85].
2
Phase-offset refers to the difference in time between two clocks at a time instance.
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beyond an acceptable threshold ξ, is a given constraint. In this chapter, we address
the following problem

“maximize the lifetime while controlling the wake-up rate

to constrain the increase in e2e delay, as a result of heterogeneous clock-skew present
Assuming N nodes are deployed, we can

in WSN, within a given threshold ξ ?”.
formally write our objective as

max

w1 ,w2 ,...,wN

Li =

{max(Li )∀i}

subject to

Qi
, ∀i,
Ew × wi

δDi (f~) ≤ ξ, ∀i,
Qi > 0, Ew > 0, wi > 0,

(4.1)

where Li denotes the lifetime of node i, Qi denotes the available energy at node i
for event-driven operation, Ew denotes the average amount of energy consumption
(if no event detected) during a wake-up and wi denotes the wake-up rate. The
estimation of increase in expected e2e delay as a result of clock-skew of node i,
δDi (f~) for given forwarding vectorf~, is shown in the following sections. Note that
if max(δDi (f~)) < ξ, then δDi (f~) < ξ, ∀i. In order to maximize max(Li )∀i, we
maximize Li for all i. Hence Eq. 4.1 can be written as,
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max {Li } subject to
wi

Li =

Qi
, ∀i,
Ew × wi

max(δDi (f~)) < ξ,
Qi > 0, Ew > 0, wi > 0,

(4.2)

for all i. As Qi and Ew are constant for node i, this problem is same as minimizing
wi , hence we can write the Eq. 4.2 as,

min {wi } subject to
wi

max(δDi (f~)) < ξ,
wi > 0.

(4.3)

We estimate the increase in e2e delay as a result of heterogeneous clock-skew
using stochastic analysis. We use this estimation to find the critical wake-up rate
for all nodes to constrain the increase in overall e2e delay within given threshold
ξ. We validated the analysis using Monte-carlo simulation. We also shown the
effectiveness of our approach by simulation using ns2.
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4.2

Minimizing Delay in Anycasting Forwarding as a
Result of Clock-skew

In this section, first we derive an expression for the expected increase in expected
e2e delay in delay-optimal anycasting forwarding scheme [45] and use this analysis
to find the critical wake-up rate, r̄i for each node i in the network, that constrain
the increase in overall e2e delay to within given threshold ξ. Since our approach
uses delay optimal anycasting forwarding policy, we briefly discuss the method for
the sake of completeness.
Assume, node i needs to forward a data-packet. The node i first sends a beacon
signal of duration tB , followed by an ID signal of duration tC , and listens for acknowledgment of duration tA as shown in Fig.3.2, where tI = tA + tB + tC denotes
the duration of an epoch. The node i keeps on sending the beacon signal until it
receives an acknowledgement.
Let Ni denotes the set of neighbors of node i. Every node j ∈ Ni follows a
periodic wake-up rate rj and forwarding policy to satisfy the given delay constraint.
If j wakes up and hears hth beacon and ID signal, then node j can either choose to
receive the packet by sending its ID during tA , or go back to sleep and wakes up at
the next interval. If node j ∈ Fi where Fi denotes the forwarding set of node i, then
it sends an acknowledgement otherwise it goes back to sleep and wakes up at the
next interval. The s/w interval for the node j is determined by the s/w scheduling
policy chosen by the node j.
Here we briefly define the forwarding policy of node i, the details of which can be
found in [45]. Before going into the details, note that only the neighbors are added
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in the forwarding set which collectively minimizes overall e2e delay. But in practice,
when an actual event occurs the event information packet may follow a longer
route. In order to minimize the path length, nodes do not immediately forward the
packet, instead they wait for some time and then opportunistically forward only
when expected delay involve for waiting is more. Hence, the forwarding policy
may change for different beacons. Let fi (h) be the forwarding policy of the node
i at hth beacon signal. If fi (h) = j then the node i sends the packet to any node
with rank higher or equal to the rank of node j in beacon interval h. The nodes
in the forwarding set are given ranks according to their distance from the basestation. Hence, if a node is closer to the base-station, it has higher rank. For ease of
understanding, we re-define the notations in Table 4.1.

4.2.1

Expected Increase in End-to-end Delay

Let Fi ⊆ Ni be the forwarding set of i, where Ni is the set of neighbors of node i.
The probability of any node j ∈ Fi wakes up at hth beacon signal is

pj,h =





tI
1/rj −(h−1)tI

if h ≤

l

1/rj
tI

m

,

(4.4)

otherwise,


 1
where tI = tA + tB + tC .

In order to find an expression for the expected increase in e2e delay as a result
of the clock skew, we first need to find an expression for the expected increase in
one hop delay with given forwarding strategy. Let fi =< fi (1), fi (2), ..., fi (∞) > be
the forwarding policy of node i such that fi (h) = j. The packet is forwarded at the
hth beacon signal, only if the packet is not forwarded during h − 1 beacons and any
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Table 4.1: Shows details of the notations
clkj
∆
di (f )
d0i (f )
δdi (f )
δDi (f )
f
fi
fi (h)
Fi
hmax
h0max

N
Ni
pj,h
p0j,h
Pi (h|fi (h) =
j)
Pi (h|fi (h) =
j)
qi,j
qi,j (h)
ri
ri0
ri00
ξ
tA
tB
tC
tI

clock-skew rate of node j
e-delay constraint
expected one-hop delay of node i
expected one hop delay with clock-skew
increase in expected one-hop delay as a result of clock-skew
increase in expected e-delay as a result of clock-skew
global forwarding vector
forwarding policy of node i
forwarding policy of i at hth beacon
forwarding set of node i
minimum number of beacons for which the packet is surely
forwarded
minimum number of beacons for which the packet is surely
forwarded in
presence of clock-skew
set of all nodes in the given network
neighbors of node i
probability of node j ∈ Fi wakes up at hth beacon
probability of any node j wakes up at hth beacon with
clock-skew clkj
probability of packet is forwarded at hth beacon
probability of packet is forwarded at hth beacon in presence
of clock-skew
probability of a packet is forwarded to node j
probability of sending a packet to node j at hth beacon
optimal wake-up rate for node i
minimum wake-up rate due to clock-skew clki
critical wake-up rate to satisfy delay constraint
threshold for increase in e-delay as a result of clock-skew
duration of acknowledgment signal
duration of beacon signal
duration of ID signal
duration of an epoch

node with equal or higher rank of j wakes up at hth beacon signal. The probability
of any node with equal or higher rank of j, wakes up at the beacon signal h, is
j
Q
1−
(1 − pk,h ). Hence, the probability of the packet is forwarded at hth beacon to
k=1

the next hop node, such that fi (h) = j is

Pi (h|fi (h) = j) = (

h−1
Y

j
Y

l=1

k=1

(1 − Pi (l|fi (l) = q))) × (1 −
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(1 − pk,h )).

(4.5)
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Moreover, if fi (h) = j for some h such that i 6= j, k ≤ j and h >

1/rk
,
tI

then the

packet is surely forwarded at hth beacon. The minimum value of h for which the
hP
max
packet is surely forwarded is denoted by hmax . Therefor,
Pi (h|fi (h) = j) ≥ 1.
h=1

The expected one hop delay of the node i, di (f~), for given global forwarding vector
f~ = (f1 , f2 , ..., fN ), is the sum of the duration Wi , duration of the expected number
of beacons it waits, and transmission time. The expected number of beacons the
hP
max
node i waits is given by
Pi (h|fi (h) = j)(h)tI . Hence, the expected one hop delay
h=1

of the node i, di (f~), is

di (f~) =

hX
max

Pi (h|fi (h) = j)(h)tI + tD ,

h=1

where

hmax
X−1

!
Pi (h|fi (h) = j)

≤ 1 and

hX
max

!
Pi (h|fi (h) = j)

>1

(4.6)

h=1

h=1

The value of hmax can be calculated by gradually increasing h and selecting the
hP
max
Pi (h|fi (h) = j) ≥ 1.
minimum h that satisfies
h=1

In homogeneous clock-skew, every node is associated with equal maximum clockskew rate in the network. Whereas, in case of heterogeneous clock-skew present in
the network, node j is associated with clock-skew rate upto clk j . Hence, change in
i
h
the wake up interval as a result of clock-skew of node j is in −clk j × r1j , clk j × r1j
h
i
rj
rj
and wake-up rate is in the range 1+clk
,
. If wake-up rate is greater than or
j 1−clk j
equal to rj , there is no increase in e2e delay. On the other hand, the maximum
increase in e2e delay occurs for the wake-up rate rj0 =
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rj
.
1+clkj

The equations corre-
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sponding to Eq. 4.4 and 4.5 for rj0 are given in Eq. 4.7 and 4.8, respectively.

p0j,h

=





tI
1/rj0

if h ≤

l 1/r0 m
j

tI

,

(4.7)

otherwise.


 1

Pi0 (h|fi (h) = j) = (

h−1
Y

(1 − Pi0 (l|fi (l) = q)))

l=1

× (1 −

j
Y

(1 − p0k,h ))

(4.8)

k=1

Accordingly, we can find h0max for the given forwarding set and the new expected
one hop delay di (f~) is,

h0max

d0i (f~) =

X

Pi0 (h|fi (h) = j)(h)tI + tD ,

h=1


where 

h0max −1

X





h0max

Pi0 (h|fi (h) = j) ≤ 1 and 

X

h=1


Pi0 (h|fi (h) = j) > 1 (4.9)

h=1

Assume forwarding policy for every node remains same although the wake-up
rate changes as a result of clock-skew. Hence, the increase in expected one hop
delay as a result of the clock skew is upper bounded by,

δdi (f~) = di (f~) − d0i (f~).

(4.10)

In optimal anycasting forwarding technique, the packet is forwarded to node j at
beacon signal h only if fi (h) = k and all nodes with higher priority than j are asleep,
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where j ≤ k. Hence, the probability of sending the packet to node j at hth beacon
is given by

qi,j (h) =


j−1

Q



1 − p0l,h p0j,h , if fi (h) = k where j ≤ k,
l=1



 0

(4.11)

otherwise.

The probability of a packet is forwarded to node j within h0max beacon signal is
$

h0max
tI

%

P

qi,j (h)
h=1

 0
hmax
tI

qi,j =
P

P

k∈Fi

h=1

(4.12)

.

qi,k (h)

The expected increase in e2e delay as a result of clock-skew is the sum of expected
increase in one hop delay and expected increase in next hop e2e delay. The expected
increase in next hop e2e delay is the sum of the product of the probability of the
packet is forwarded to the next hop node and expected increase in the next hop e2e
delay. Every node i calculates its own expected increase in e2e delay as a result of
the clock-skew as

!
δDi (f~) =

P

qi,j × δDj (f~)

+ δdi (f~).

(4.13)

j∈Fi

4.2.2

Critical Wake-up Rate

In this subsection we use the expected increase in e2e delay as a result of the clockskew to find the critical wake-up rate ri00 for each node i, to constrain the increase
in delay within ξ. In other words, our method drastically decreases the number of
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data-packets with overall e2e delay more than ∆ + ξ.
If the increase in e2e delay as a result of clock-skew is less than the threshold ξ,
then the wake-up rate remains unchanged. If the increase is more, then the critical
wake-up rate is calculated for every node i to satisfy the given threshold ξ.
The nodes closer to the base station encounter less increase in delay compared
to the nodes far from the base station. Let k be the node with the maximum delay
increase as a result of clock-skew. That is, δDk (f~) ≥ δDi (f~) for all i in the network.
If the packet emitting from node k satisfies ξ, then any other packet is expected to
satisfy ξ as well. In order to constrain this delay within ξ, every node wakes up
more frequently.
Peripheral nodes broadcast their own expected e2e delay increase as a result of
clock-skew to the base-station. The base-station waits for some time to receive
the expected e2e delay increase from the nodes at the periphery of the FoI. If the
maximum e2e delay increase is more than ξ, the base-station broadcasts a message
to revise the wake-up rate of all the nodes in the network. A node is on the periphery
of the FoI if no other node’s forwarding set contains this node. Since, each node
maintains a set of nodes to which it is in their forwarding set, it can determine
whether it is a periphery node or not.
The nodes in the direct communication range of the base-station set their expected e2e delay increase for clock-skew as zero. Every other node i waits to receive
the expected e2e delay increase from the nodes in its forwarding set to calculate its
own expected e2e delay increase (δDi (f~)). Every node calculates its own expected
e2e delay only when the expected e2e delay increase of all the nodes in its forwarding set is received.
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Algorithm 3: Every node i calculates new wake-up rate ri00
1 if Base station ∈ Fi then
2
δDi (f~) = 0
3
4
5

else
if δDj (f~) for all j|j ∈ Fi received!then
P
δDi (f~) =
qi,j × δDj (f~) + δdi (f~)
j∈Fi

6
7
8
9
10
11

if there exist a node j such that i ∈ Fj then
Forwards δDi (f~) to all {j|i ∈ Fj }
else
i sends δDi (f~) to base station
if Receives message from base-station to revise wake-up rate then
ri
Set ri00 = 1−clk
i

s

1

4

3

2

Figure 4.1: Simple example demonstrates our approach
Example 1: We consider a simple network as shown in Fig. 4.1 [45] to demonstrate
our analysis. Let tI = 1 and tD = 2 for all nodes, and 1/r1 = 1/r2 = 1/r3 =
50tI and 1/r4 = 3tI . Node 1, 2, and 4 respectively contains {s,4} and {s} in their
corresponding forwarding set. Since the sink is always awake, f1 (1) = f4 (1) =s.
Moreover, f1 and f4 are defined only for the first beacon. Whereas f2 (1) = f2 (2) =
... = f2 (50) = 4 as node 4 is the only forwarding node for 2. Node 3 contains
node 1, 2 in its forwarding set and its forwarding strategy is f3 (1) = f3 (2) = ... =
f3 (41) = 2, and f3 (42) = ... = 1. The nodes are in direct communication range of
base-station, that is 4 and 1 set δD4 (f~) = δD1 (f~) = 0 and forwards these values
to node 2 and 3 respectively. When node 2 receives this information from node
4, it calculates δD2 (f~) = 0 + δd2 (f~) = 0.000179. Node 3 calculates q3,2 = 0.44, and
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q3,1 = 0.56, and subsequently δD3 (f~) = 0.44 ∗ 0 + 0.66 ∗ 0.000179 + δd3 (f~) = 0.002118.
Let ξ = 1 ms, hence we get max(δDi (f~)) > ξ. New wake up interval 1/r10 = 1/r20 =
i

1/r30

= (50 − 50 ∗ 0.0001)tI = 49.0001 tI for node 1, 2, 3 and 1/r40 = 2.9997tI for node

4.
s

1

2

m
m

0

Figure 4.2: Validating our approach

4.2.3

Validation of the Analysis

In order to validate the expressions for the expected increase in one hop delay
(Eq. 4.10) and e2e delay (Eq. 4.13) we evaluate the corresponding equations numerically, and compare with respective simulation results. Specifically, this section
validates the equations by picking up its input from the same distribution used for
the analysis, and run it for a large number of times to show that the analysis obtained is correct.
Expected Increase in One-hop Delay: Here we validate Eq. 4.10. For simplicity,
we consider a simple network shown in Fig. 4.2. For the simulation results, a Monte
Carlo simulation is conducted which is used to estimate the probability from a large
number of experiments. Assume node 0 is sending critical data-packet to node s.
Here, we validate the increase in one-hop delay of the critical data-packet generated
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at node 0.
Each experiment consists of the following things. For simplicity, we assume that
each node wake up at an interval of w = 10 seconds. Note that fi (h) denotes
the forwarding policy of node i∀i at hth ∀h beacon signal. Let hi denotes that the
node i is scheduled to wake up at hth beacon where hi is uniformly distributed
within [1, hmax ]. In other words, the node i is scheduled to wake up at hi beacon
signal which is selected from a set of uniform randomly distributed integers within
[1, hmax ]. Hence, the forwarding nodes of node 0, node 1, 2, ..., m, are scheduled
to wake-up at h1 , h2 , ..., hm beacons. In order to incorporate the clock-difference
for clock-skew, actual wake-up time of a node i are picked from a set of normally
distributed random numbers with mean hi and standard deviation w × clki . The
time when the critical event is generated at node 0 is selected from a set of uniform
randomly distributed numbers within [1, hm ax]. Let t0 denotes the time when the
event is detected. Moreover, assume 0k ∈ F0 is the forwarding node such that the
difference between h0k and t0 is minimum. Here note that h00k is the actual wakeup time which incorporates the effect of clock-skew and h0k denotes the scheduled
wake-up time. Hence, one hop delay, with and without incorporating clock-skew,
between the event is detected to the event is forwarded to the next hop node are
respectively h00k −t0 and h0k −t0 . Hence we can calculate the one-hop delay increase
for clock-skew. In similar ways, one can calculate the increase in e2e delay for clockskew to reach the packet to the base station although the details of it is given in next
sub-section. We repeat such experiments for 10,000 times by re-assign hi ∀i, h0i ∀i,
tif and calculate the average one-hop delay increase.
In actual simulation we set the number of nodes in forwarding set as m = 10.
We vary the (homogeneous) clock-skew rate from 10 to 100 and compare the re78
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Figure 4.3: Validating expected increase in one-hop delay

sults obtained from simulation as shown in Fig.4.3. Note that, the numerical and
simulation results match with no visible error bars. Moreover, increasing clockskew increases one-hop delay because as clock-skew increases, wake-up rate may
decrease which may increase expected increase in one-hop delay.
Validating Expected Increase in e2e delay: In order to verify the expression for
an increase in expected e2e delay, we evaluate Eq. 4.13 numerically and compare it
with that obtained in a simulation. We repeat the experiments several times where
each experiment consists of several tests. In each experiment, we deploy 100 nodes
uniformly at random in 1000 × 1000 m2 (rectangular) area with 200 m communication range and calculate the average e2e delay from the farthest node during
each experiment. We repeat such experiment by changing the seed of uniform
distribution and redeploy the nodes. The sensor nodes follow optimal anycasting
forwarding policy [45], with periodic wake-up interval 10 seconds. The farthest
node is expected to have maximum increase in e2e delay as a result of clock-skew.
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Figure 4.4: Validating expected increase in e2e delay

Each experiment consists of several tests where each test consists of the following
things. Note that every node has equal wake-up interval as w. Let hi denotes that
node i wakes up at hth beacon where hi is uniformly distributed within [1, hmax ].
Hence, we select the farthest node and generate an event to calculate the maximum increase in e2e delay.
We repeat the experiment 100 times by generating multiple events and calculate
the average increase in e2e delay for different clock-skew (see Fig. 4.4). Increasing
clock-skew increases expected e2e delay because as clock-skew increases expected
one-hop delay increases which in turn increases expected e2e delay. Although the
size of error-bar increases as clock-skew increases, the percentage of size of errorbars for e2e delay remains same as we increase clock-skew.
Validating Expected Increase in e2e delay while varying FoI: In order to show
the affect of our analysis in a large FoI, in Fig. 4.5 we varied the length of the
80
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Figure 4.5: Validating expected increase in e2e delay

(square-shaped) FoI and show the average increase in e2e delay. We set the clockskew as 100 ppm. Note that, if FoI increases e2e delay increases as well. This is
because, for a large FoI the packets traverse through more number of hops, which
increases overall increase in e2e delay for clock-skew. It can also be noted that,
for a large FoI the error bars are more visible. As the clock-skew follows normal
distribution with zero mean, increasing FoI increases the standard deviation of the
sum of these normal variables, and hence increases the error bars.
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4.3

Simulation Results

Table 4.2: Shows details of the parameters used for ns2-based simulation
Communication range
Data rate
Transmission/Receiving Power
Idle Power
Data packet length
Control packet length

250 m
19.2 kbps
13.0 mW
13.0 mW
8 bytes
2 byte

We now verify the effectiveness of optimal anycasting forwarding technique [45]
with our approach using ns2. For simulation we deploy 100 nodes in 1000*1000 m2
area using a random uniform distribution. The sensor nodes calculate the periodic
wake-up rate and optimal anycasting forwarding policy during the configuration
phase, for given delay constraint ∆ [45].
We set data-packet size as 8 Byte and control packet size as 3 Byte [85]. We use
Mica 2 motes parameters used in [57],[85]. We set the receive and idle power to
13.0 mW [85]. Other parameters used in simulation are given in Table 4.2. We
define the lifetime of the network as the lifetime of the first node that depletes its
energy completely.
In order to show effectiveness, we compare the percentage of packets follows
delay constraint in optimal s/w scheduling [45] and in our strategy. Moreover, we
also compare the lifetime of network, control packets overhead, and packet delivery
ratio, in optimal s/w scheduling [45] and in our strategy.
Packets follow delay constraint: We show the percentage of packets violate delay
constraint (∆ + ξ), for different data generation interval in Fig. 4.6, with the worst
clock-skew 100 ppm. Whereas, in Fig. 4.7 we set wake-up interval 10 s and compare
the percentage of packets violate delay constraint. The percentage of packets do
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Figure 4.6: Monitoring e2e delay while varying wake-up interval with fixed ξ = 1ms
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Figure 4.7: Monitoring e2e delay while varying clock-skew with fixed ξ = 1ms

not follow delay constraint ∆ + ξ increases, as we increase wake up interval or
clock skew in conventional approach, after a certain interval. Whereas using our
approach, the percentage of packets violate delay constraint is less. This is because,
when ξ is fixed, increasing wake-up interval or clock-skew, increases expected one83
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Figure 4.8: Monitoring lifetime while varying wake-up interval with fixed ξ = 1ms
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Figure 4.9: Monitoring lifetime while varying clock-skew with fixed ξ = 1ms
hop delay increase as a result of clock-skew, which in turn increases the percentage
of packets violated delay constraint ∆ + ξ.
Lifetime of network:

It can be observed from Fig. 4.8 that when the wake-up

interval increases the overall lifetime in our approach as well as conventional ap84
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Figure 4.10: Monitoring percentage of packet delivery ratio
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Figure 4.11: Monitoring control packets overhead

proach increases as well. This is because increasing wake-up interval, increases
the lifetime of every node, which increases the overall network lifetime. Moreover, when wake-up interval is set 10 s across the network, the lifetime decreases
very marginally in our approach when clock-skew increases(4.9). Although it is not
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clearly visible in the graph, with 100 ppm clock skew rate and 10 seconds wake-up
interval, the lifetime decreases by approximately 0.1%. This is because, in our approach we increase the wake-up rate to satisfy the delay constraint ∆ + ξ, which
decreases the overall lifetime of the network.
Packet delivery ratio: Fig.4.10 shows percentage of data packets delivered when
an event is detected, while varying clock-skew with wake-up interval 10s. It can
be noted that, the percentage of packet delivery ratio in both our approach and
conventional approach remains same (≈ 100% when rare events occur).
Control packets overhead:

Amount of control packets exchanged for our ap-

proach depends only on the number of nodes and network topology and forwarding
policy. Wake-up interval, clock-skew does not affect the number of control packets.
In Fig.4.11, we show that the percentage of control packets in our approach remains
almost same when wake up interval increases.

4.4

Conclusion

In this work, we provided a solution to constrain the additional delay incurs as a result of the clock skew within given bound ξ. Our approach decreases this additional
delay while maximizing the lifetime. In the following chapter we are interested
in improving QoS for periodic data-gathering. More precisely, we look into the
problem of maximizing the lifetime in periodic data-gathering in the presence of
clock-skew.
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5
Maximizing lifetime in Periodic
Data-gathering in Presence of
Clock-skew
5.1

Introduction

In previous works, we used stochastic approaches to QoS in event-driven datagathering. Whereas, in this work we are interested in periodic data-gathering.
In applications like environmental monitoring [84], fire detection [94], battlefield
surveillance [94], and many more, sensor nodes generate periodic data which are
gathered at the control unit, for overall monitoring of the FoI in a WSN. One key
QoS requirement in these type of applications is the lifetime of the overall network.
In periodic data-gathering, nodes exchange data packets at periodic intervals, and
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every sender-receiver pair associates slots for communication. In order to save energy, the sender-receiver pair wakes up at the same time to exchange data packets
and remains asleep otherwise, known as the synchronous s/w scheduling technique.
Generally in synchronous s/w scheduling, nodes exchange control messages to negotiate slots for communication at periodic intervals [74, 67, 101, 42]. Further
energy can be conserved by forming hierarchical structures like a tree based or
cluster based during data-forwarding [86].
Exact clock synchronization is required for synchronous s/w scheduling1 , which is
very difficult to achieve because of the imperfect crystal oscillator [85]. As a result
of inaccuracy and non-determinism present in time synchronization protocol, nodes
wake up earlier than the scheduled wake up time, to circumvent any message loss,
known as guard time.
As a result of non-determinism present in synchronization, guard time increases
as time passes which in turn increases power consumption. Especially in the dense
sensor network, when multiple nodes forward data to a single forwarding node (like
in cluster based strategies), the forwarding node needs to apply guard time for each
sender. Hence, additional energy consumption for guard time increases rapidly with
the increasing number of senders associated with the forwarding node. In optimal
s/w scheduling [85, 86], the receiver keeps its transceiver on during guard-time
until it receives a data-packet, which in turn drains out energy quickly for longer
guard-time. Though it is mentioned in [19] that the actual wake-up time follows
normal distribution, but it is not considered while calculating the wake-up interval
between consecutive wakes up within the guard-time. In practice, the distribution
of actual wake up time has implication in the wake-up pattern within the guard1

This is because a sender-receiver pair needs to wake-up at the same time
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time and energy consumption can be further minimized by considering this phenomenon. These limitations in the literature motivate us to determine an energy
efficient s/w scheduling technique to conserve additional energy in guard time. In
this chapter, we propose Multi-Beacon Guard [MBG] method, where the sensor
nodes wake-up multiple times within the guard-time if the length of the guardtime is more than a threshold, otherwise follow the simple guard-time approach to
conserve energy.

5.2

Multi-Beacon Guard

In existing approaches, the receiver keeps its transceiver on during guard-time, and
waits for the sender to wake-up. The energy consumption is directly proportional
to waiting time. In order to reduce the energy consumption we propose that the
receiver wakes up multiple times within the guard-time. In MBG, if the length of
guard-time is more than the optimal threshold, multi-beacon approach is followed,
else simple guard-time is followed. In multi-beacon approach, guard-time is divided
into unequal intervals. At the beginning of each interval, the receiver wakes up,
sends a beacon message, and waits for an average round trip time (RTT) for an
acknowledgment from the sender. If the sender is awake and receives a beacon
message, it starts data transmission. If the data packet is received, acknowledgment
is sent to confirm. In the contrary, if the sender is not awake, the receiver goes to
sleep state after RTT and wakes up at the beginning of the next interval and follows
the same procedure. The receiver reduces the total waiting time by going to sleep
mode after each unsuccessful data transfer attempt in multi-beacon approach. Once
the sender wakes up at the scheduled wake-up time, its transceiver remains active
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till it sends the message successfully. The total energy consumption is minimized
by reducing total waiting time of the sender and the receiver collectively during a
packet transmission.

5.2.1

Wake-up Pattern of Receiver

If τp and τp0 respectively denotes the scheduled and actual arrival time of message
p, then as a result of non-determinism present in the system and measurement, τp0
follows normal distribution with standard deviation σp [85]. In order to successfully
receive the message the receiver is awake during the interval [τp −Tg , τp +Tg ], where
[−Tg , Tg ] (or 2Tg ) denotes the duration of guard-time. Let X be the event that
the sender wakes up and P (X = x) denotes the probability of the sender wakes
−T
Rg
R∞
P (X = x)dx + P (X = x)dx ' 0, we choose
up at time x. In order to make
−∞
T
√1
q g 

σp
1
0
δ > 0 to be very small such that P |τp − τp | ≥ δ σp ≤ δ and Tg ≥ 2δ , using
Chebyshev’s inequality [71]. Note that for simplicity we use Chebyshev’s inequality,
one can use Chernoff’s inequality for tighter bound [24]. Under this truncated
definition P (X = x) ∼ N (τp , σp2 ), where N (τp , σp2 ) denotes the normal distribution
with mean τp and standard deviation σp , τp − Tg ≤ x ≤ τp + Tg else 0. For simplicity
we assume τp = 0. Since the sender’s wake up time follows normal distribution,
the receiver needs to wake up more frequently at the mean of the distribution to
minimize the expected energy consumption of the sender and the receiver. Hence,
the sender must have equal expected waiting time between the two consecutive
wake up of the receiver. In other words, the area under the normal curve between
the two consecutive wake up of the receiver is equal (see Fig. 5.1).
Assuming the area under the probability distribution function (PDF) is unity and
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Figure 5.1: Wake-up pattern of receiver within guard-time

t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,...,tNr denote the exact wake up times of the receiver then the area under

PDF between tk and tk+1 is

1
Nr

for 1 ≤ k ≤ Nr − 1. That is,

R t1

−Tg P (X = x)dx =

R tk+1
tk

P (X = x)dx =

1
Nr ,

(5.1)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ (Nr − 1). Hence, ti (as shown in Fig. 5.1) can be found using standard
normal distribution for 1 ≤ i ≤ Nr , as

ti =

∞
X
n=0

where Cn+1 =

n−1
P
j=0

n
j+1



(2π)

2n+2
2


2n+1
1
1
C2n+1
i
−
,
(2n + 1)! Nr σ 2

(5.2)

Cj Cn−j , and C1 = 1 [27].

The overall procedure is explained in Fig. 5.2. At the beginning of the beacon
interval, the receiver switches on its transceiver and sends the beacon messages
such that beacons are sent more frequently close to the scheduled wake-up time
of the sender. As a result of clock-skew, sender may wake-up sometime later of
scheduled wake-up time. If the sender receives the beacon then data-transmission
begins.
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Figure 5.2: Overall procedure of MBG

5.2.2

Minimizing Transmission Energy

Using the wake-up pattern obtained in the previous subsection, in this subsection
we show how it reduces energy consumption during a packet transmission. In order
to show the effectiveness in energy saving, we first derive expression for expected
energy consumption, using the expected number-of-times the receiver wakes up
and the expected waiting time of the sender, which are respectively derived in the
following lemmas.
Lemma 5. Assume the actual wake-up time of sender follows normal distribution and
the guard-time is divided into Nr intervals. The expected number of time the receiver
wakes up for a successful packet transmission is

Nr +1
2 .

Proof. The receiver wakes up, sends the beacon message, and waits for RTT to
receive data from the sender, at times ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ Nr . The receiver has to wake up
i + 1 times if the sender wakes up in the interval (ti , ti+1 ], assuming propagation
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delay is negligible. The expected number-of-times the receiver wakes up is,

P (X = x : x ≤ t1 ) × 1
+

N
r −1
X

P (X = x : ti > x ≤ ti+1 ) × (i + 1)

i=1

=

Nr + 1
.
2

Lemma 6. Assume the actual time of the sender follows the normal distribution within
the interval [τp − Tg , τp + Tg ], where τp , Tg respectively denotes the scheduled wake-up
time of the sender and the half of the guard-time. The expected waiting time of a sender
for a successful packet transmission is

Tg
Nr .

Proof. If the area under the normal curve is equally divided into nr regions, then
the expected waiting time of the sender is,

Z

t1

P (X = x)(t1 − x)dx

Ws =
−Tg

+

N
r −1 Z ti+1
X
i=1

P (X = x)(ti+1 − x)dx.

ti

If Nr is odd, we can rewrite the equation as,
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Z

t1

P (X = x)(t1 − x)dx

Ws =

−Tg
Z tNr

P (X = x)(t1 − x)dx

+
tnr−1

+

r −1
b NX
Z
2 c

i=1

+

r −1
b NX
Z
2 c

i=1
t Nr

Z

b

+
t

2

b N2r c

ti+1

P (X = x)(ti+1 − x)dx

ti

tNr −i

P (X = x)(tNr −(i) − x)dx

tNr −(i+1)

c+1

− x)dx.
P (X = x)(t
bnr/2 c+1

In order to prove this lemma, we first show that
R tNr −i
1
tn −(i+1) P (X = x)(tNr −i − x)dx = Nr |ti − ti+1 |.
r
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P (X = x)(ti+1 − x)dx +
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Z

ti+1

P (X = x)(ti+1 − x)dx
ti

Z

tNr −i

P (X = x)(tNr −i − x)dx

+
tnr −(i+1)



Zti+1
−ti+1 2
−ti 2
−σ
2
2
=
P (X = x)(ti+1 )dx − √
e 2σ − e 2σ
2π
ti

tZ
nr −i

+

P (X = x)(tnr −i )dx

tnr −(i+1)

−σ
−√
2π


e

−tnr−i 2
2σ 2

−e

−tn −(i+1) 2
r
2σ 2


,
1
√

by substituting P (X = x) =

σp 2π

e

−x2
2
2σp

Since the function is symmetric on both side of mean, and kti − ti+1 k = tnr −(i+1) − tnr −(i) ,
 
|tNr −i | = |ti | for i ≤ N2r − 1. The above equation can be rewritten as,

Z

ti+1

ti+1

Z

tNr −i

P (X = x)dx

P (X = x)dx + tNr −i
ti

tnr −(i+1)

1
1
= ti+1
+ tNr −i , by substituting P (X = x) =
Nr
Nr
1
|ti+1 − ti | .
=
Nr

1
√

σp 2π

e

−x2
2
2σp

(5.4)

Since the midpoint of the middle interval [t| Nr | , t| Nr |+1 ] is mean of PDF, we can
2
2
R tb N2r c+1
write t Nr
P (X = x)(tb Nr c+1 − x)dx of Eq.5.3 as,
2
b2c
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0

Z
t

P (X = x)(tb Nr c+1 )dx −

b

0

Z
c
Z t

+

b

c+1

Nr
2

−

t

b

Nr
2

c

P (X = x)(tb Nr c+1 )dx
2

0

Z

P (X = x)(x)dx

2

Nr
2

t

b

c+1

Nr
2

P (X = x)(x)dx

0

Z0



−σ
P (X = x)dx − √ 1 − e
2π

= tb Nr c+1
2

t

−t

b N2r c
2σ 2

2




b N2r c
t

Nr +1
bZ
2 c

+ tb Nr c+1

P (X = x)dx

2

0



−σ
− √ e
2π

−(t

b N2r c+1
2σ 2

)2


− 1 ,

by substituting P (X = x) =

σp

1
√

−x2
2

e 2σp
2π

As we know that the function is symmetric in both side of the mean, hence tb Nr c+1 =
2
tb Nr c and the above expression becomes,
2
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t

Z

b N2r c+1

t

b

Nr
2

P (X = x)(tb Nr c+1 − x)dx
2

c
0

Z
= tb Nr c+1
2

P (X = x)dx
t

+ tb Nr c+1
2

= tb Nr c+1 ×
2

b c
Z t Nr
b 2 c+1
Nr
2

P (X = x)dx,

0

1
.
Nr

(5.5)

R t1
Note that tb Nr c+1 can be written as 0 − tb Nr c . Similarly, −T
P (X = x)(t1 −x)dx+
g
2
2
R tNr
P (X = x)(t1 − x)dx = N1r |t1 − Tg |. Hence Eq.5.3 can be written as,
tn
r−1


Ws =

1 
1
|t1 − Tg | +

Nr
Nr
+

=

r −1
b NX
c
2



|ti − ti+1 |

i=1

1
t Nr − 0 , by substituting Eq.5.4,5.5.
Nr | 2 |

Tg
.
Nr

Similarly, it can be proved for Nr is even.

The total expected energy consumption Emb during transmission is the sum of
expected energy consumption of the receiver Er_mb and the sender Es_mb . Every
time the receiver wakes up, it transmits a beacon message and waits for RTT time
to receive a data packet from the sender. After successfully receiving the data packet
it sends acknowledgment. Hence, the expected energy consumption of a receiver,
using the notations given in Table 5.1, is
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Er_mb = (Esw + Etxbcn + Pidle × Trtt ) ×

nr + 1
2

(5.6)

+ Erxdata + Etxack .

Whereas, the sender wakes up and waits for a beacon message from the receiver to
transmit the data packet. Hence the expected energy consumption of the sender is

Es_mb = Esw + Pidle ×

Tg
+ Erxbcn + Etxdata + Erxack .
nr

(5.7)

Hence, the total expected energy consumption is

Emb = (Esw + Etxbcn + Pidle Trtt )
+ Etxack + Esw + Pidle

nr + 1
+ Erxdata
2

Tg
+ Erxbcn
nr

+ Etxdata + Erxack .

(5.8)

The following lemma minimizes the expression for expected energy consumption
Emb .

Lemma 7. The expression for the expected energy consumption in the multi-beacon
approach given in Eq.5.8 is convex and the optimal value occurs at
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Table 5.1: Notations
Symbol
Esw
Etxdata /Erxdata
Etxack /Erxack
Etxbcn /Erxbcn
Trtt
Pidle

Description
Transition energy required from
sleep to awake state
Energy required to transmit/receive
data packet (in µJ)
Energy required to transmit/receive
acknowledge packet (in µJ)
Energy required to transmit/receive
beacon packet (in µJ)
Average rtt time between any
two neighboring node (in Sec)
Power required for idle listening (in mW)

s
Nr =

2Pidle (Tg )
,
Esw + Etxbcn + Pidle Trtt

(5.9)

where Nr , Pidle , Tg , Esw , Etxbcn , Trtt respectively denote the number-of-times the receiver wakes up, power required for idle listening, guard time, transition energy required from sleep to awake state, energy required to transmit a beacon and average
RTT.

Proof. The function derived in Eq. 5.8, is convex because it is second order differentiable,

d
d
dNr ( dNr (Emb ))

= Pidle ∗

1
nr 3

> 0 since Pidle , nr > 0. We can find the optimal

value of Emb occurs at,

Nr =

from the equation

d
dNr (Emb (nr ))

q

2Pidle (Tg )
Esw +Etxbcn +Pidle Trtt ,

= 0.
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(5.10)
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5.2.3

Threshold for multi-beacon

If the guard time is too short, the energy required for the multi-beacon approach for
control packets may be more than that of guard-time approach. In this subsection
we find the threshold for Tg beyond which the multi-beacon is energy efficient than
the guard-time approach. We denote the threshold for the multi-beacon approach
by T hmb .

Lemma 8. The expected energy consumption in guard-time approach is

ETg = (Esw + Etxdata + Erxack )
+ (Esw + Pidle × Tg + Erxdata + Etxack ),

(5.11)

using the notations given in Table 5.1.

Proof. In guard time approach, the receiver is awake during the whole guard-time
and the sender sends the data packet as soon as it wakes up. As mentioned earlier
wake up times of the sender follows the normal distribution within the guard time.
If x denotes the instant when the sender wakes up, then the amount of time the
receiver waits is Tg + x, where −Tg ≤ x ≤ Tg . Hence, the expected amount of time
the receiver waits is
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Tg

Z
Wr_Tg =

P (X = x)(Tg + x)dx,
−Tg

ZTg 
= Tg
−Tg

ZTg 
+
−Tg

−x2
1
√ e 2σ2
σ 2π

−x2
1
√ e 2σ2
σ 2π


dx


x dx,

by substituting P (X = x) =

σp

1
√

−x2
2

e 2σp
2π

= Tg .

The receiver sends the acknowledgment after receiving the data packet from the
sender and switches off the transceiver. Hence, the expected energy consumption of
the receiver using the notations given in Table 5.1, is Er_Tg = Esw +Pidle ×(Wr−Tg )+
Erxdata +Etxack . The energy consumption of sender is Es_Tg = Esw +Etxdata +Erxack .

Hence, the total expected energy consumption is

ETg = (Esw + Etxdata + Erxack )
+ (Esw + Pidle (Wr_Tg ) + Erxdata + Etxack ).

(5.12)

The threshold for the multi-beacon approach can be found by solving the inequality
ETg > Emb . That is,
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Tg (Pidle −

Pidle
) > Erxbcn
Nr

+ {Esw + Etxbcn + Pidle Trtt }

nr + 1
− Esw .
2

By substituting Eq.5.10, gives the following inequality

√ 2
c3 + c2
Tg >
2Pidle 2

where c2 = c23 + 4Pidle (Erxbcn + 21 (c1 ) − Esw ), c3 = c1 21

(5.13)

q

pidle ×2
c1

+

q

Pidle c1
2 ,

and

c1 = (Esw + Etxbcn + Pidle Trtt ).

Lemma 9. Energy consumption in the multi-beacon approach is less than the guardtime approach when Tg > T hmb , where Tg and T hmb respectively denotes half of the
guard time and the threshold for the multi beacon approach.
In order to optimize the energy consumption in MBG, simple guard-time strategy
is followed if Tg ≤ T hmb . Otherwise, multi-beacon approach is followed.

5.2.4

Validation of Analysis

In order to verify the expressions for expected energy consumption and the threshold for the multi-beacon approach, we evaluate corresponding equations numerically, and respectively compare with simulation results. For the simulation results,
a Monte Carlo simulation is conducted, which is used to estimate the probability
from a large number of experiments. Each experiment consists of several tests. In
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energy consumption (uJ)

1000

simulation results
numerical results

800
600
400
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0
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60
80
scheduled arrival time in sec

100

Figure 5.3: Validation of expected energy consumption in MBG
each test a sender’s wakes up time is picked from the normal distribution with stanr
2
dard deviation σp = 1.00021σ0 N1s + N1s 2(τp −T (j)) 2 , where Ns denotes number of
T (j)−(T (j))
pairs of time instants exchanged during synchronization between node i and j or
N
Ps

((ti (k), tj (k)), k = 1...Ns ,), and T (j) =

N
Ps

tj (k)

k=1

Ns

, T 2 (j)

=

t2 j (k)

k=1

Ns

, and σ0 denotes

standard deviation of synchronization error [85]. We set Ns = 2 and σ0 = 36.5µs
as shown in [85]. We repeat the test for 10000 times and calculate the mean. We
repeat the experiment for 10000 times and the results with 95% confidence level are
given in Fig. 5.3,5.4. The error bars are not visible in the plot.
Fig. 5.3 shows the average energy consumption2 during a transmission for different τp . For numerical results we evaluate Eq. 5.8 when Tg > T hmb , otherwise
Eq. 5.12. The energy consumption increases as time lapses from the last synchronization because of the increasing guard-time. Moreover, the simulation and numerical results are matching for different values of τp .
2

The total average energy during a transmission between a sender-receiver pair.
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Figure 5.4: Validation of multi-beacon threshold

In order to validate the threshold for the multi-beacon approach through simulation, we first compute the threshold for a fixed power level, by varying Tg 3 .
We show the comparison between simulation results and numerical evaluation of
Eq. 5.13 in Fig. 5.4 for different power levels. The amount of energy consumed in
multi-beacon approach per unit sleep time increases as power level increases. The
transceiver of the receiver in multi-beacon approach does not remain on continuously, as compared to the guard-time approach. Hence, the multi-beacon threshold
decreases as power level increases, which can be observed in Fig. 5.4. Also note
that the simulation and numerical results are matching. Moreover, the simulation
results are with 95% confidence level though error bars are not visible in the plot.
Energy consumption in MBG and guard-time approach is given in Fig. 5.5 for fixed
power level 10 mW . One can see clearly that energy conservation increases with Tg ,
when Tg > T hmb .
3

A fixed idle, transmit, and receive power consumption is called power level.
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energy consumption (uJ)
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Figure 5.5: Energy consumption in MBG and guard-time approach with fixed power
level 10 mW
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Figure 5.6: Data-generation model

5.3

Expected Energy Conservation Estimation

In previous subsection we derived and validated the expressions for the expected
energy consumption in guard-time and MBG using the wake-up pattern obtained
in the subsection 5.2.1. Whereas in this subsection, we extend our analysis to
show how it save energy for a particular data-generation model. Note that, though
we show the effectiveness of our approach in saving energy for a particular datageneration model, our approach is applicable for any synchronized periodic datagathering protocol.
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We assume the data-generation model given in [85, 86, 83, 79, 67], where the
time is divided into constant duration epochs (Te ) such that each epoch begins with
synchronization interval Ts , followed by transmission interval. Each transmission
interval consists of one (or more) sub-transmission interval(s) Tt , such that in each
sub-transmission interval each sender sends messages to the receiver, i.e. Te =
Ts + NTt Tt , N ≥ 1, where NTt is the number of sub-transmission interval. Each sub-

transmission interval is split into M equal slots, one for each sender (see Fig. 5.6).
If sender i is communicating with the receiver in q th sub-transmission interval Tq ,
then time elapsed from last synchronization is,

Ti,q =

Tt
(i − 1) + Tt (q − 1).
M

(5.14)

Using the implementation of RBS [30] given in [85], the standard deviation σp of
actual arrival time of the message p is given by,

v

u
u
u σ0 2  1
1
σp = u
ta 2 N + N
ij
s
s

2



(τp − T (j)) 

2 ,
T 2 (j) − T (j)

(5.15)

where Ns denotes the number of pairs of time instants exchanged during synchroN
Ps

nization between node i and j or ((ti (k), tj (k)), k = 1...Ns ,), and T (j) =
N
Ps

tj (k)

k=1

Ns

, T 2 (j) =

t2 j (k)

k=1

Ns

, and σ0 denotes the standard deviation of synchronization error [85].

Note that T (j) denotes the average of Ns time instants of the receiver. Hence,
(τp − T (j)) ≥ Ti,q , that is (τp − T (j)) = Ti,q + , where 0 ≤  ≤ Ts . Moreover, the
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standard deviation σp0 in terms of Ti,q can be written as,

v

u
u
u σ0 2  1
1
σp 0 (Ti,q ) = u
ta 2 N + N
ij
s
s


(Ti,q )2

2  ≤ σp .

T 2 (j) − T (j)

(5.16)

Also note that, when σp 0 (Ti,q ) is given, Tg can be calculated as shown in the section 5.2.1. The expected energy conservation during a data-packet transmission
Ecdata , in multi-beacon approach can be given by,

Ecdata = ETg − Emb ,
Nr + 1
= Es_w − (Esw + Etxbcn + Pidle Trtt )
2
q
q

1
1
δ σp
δ σp
,
+ Erxbcn + Pidle 
−
2
2Nr

by substituting σp0 (Ti,q ) in place of σp we get

Ecdata ≥ Es_w − (Esw + Etxbcn + Pidle × Trtt )
+ Erxbcn
q
+ Pidle 

1
0
δ σp (Ti,q )

2

q
−

1
0
δ σp (Ti,q )

2Nr

Nr + 1
2


.

By substituting Eq. 5.16 in place of σp 0 (Ti,q ) in the above equation we get,
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Ecdata (Ti,q ) = Es_w − (Esw + Etxbcn + Pidle Trtt )

Nr + 1
2

+ Erxbcn
Pidle

q

s
σ0 2
aij 2

1
δ



1
Ns

+

+

(Ti,q )2
1
Ns T 2 (j)−(T (j))2



(Ti,q )2
1
Ns T 2 (j)−(T (j))2



2
Pidle

q

s
1
δ

σ0 2
aij 2

−



1
Ns

+

2Nr

(5.17)

≤ Ecdata .

When time elapsed from last synchronization increases, the standard deviation
σp of actual message arrival time increases, which in turn increases the length of

guard-time. When Tg reaches to T hmb , multi-beacon approach starts conserving
energy. In other words, for a given Tt and M , if there exists (Tn,m ), where (Tn,m )
denotes nth sender’s time interval in mth sub-transmission interval in an epoch, such
that Tg > T hmb and Tg ≤ T hmb for (Tn−1,m ) if n > 1, else Tg ≤ T hmb for (TM,m−1 )
if n = 1, then expected energy conservation for node i in multi-beacon approach in
an epoch is at least,
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Ecepoch (i) =

M
X

Ecdata (Ts,m )

s=n

+

NTt
M
X
X

Ecdata (Tk,l ),

if n > 1,

l=m+1 k=1

=

NTt M
X
X

if n = 1.

Ecdata (Tk,l ),

l=m k=1

(5.18)

5.4

Maximizing Network Lifetime

Hierarchical clustering strategies are known to be energy efficient in periodic datagathering. Hence, in this section we analyze the effect of MBG to maximize the
lifetime of a hierarchical clustering network. We consider the base-station is located
at level 0 (highest level), and each cluster contains single cluster head (CH) and
multiple cluster members [38, 26]. Neighboring clusters use orthogonal frequency
channel to avoid collisions. We use the data-aggregation model described in [86]. If
a CH j at level k contains m cluster members (labeled as 1...m) then the aggregated
message is

χkj = rk

m
X

!
χk+1
i

!
+ mlj

+ ck ,

(5.19)

i=1

where mlj denotes the message length of the node j , rk ≤ 1, and ck corresponds to
the overhead of aggregation.
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In order to maximize the lifetime of the network, we need to measure the lifetime of a node. The lifetime of node i can be given as, L(i) =

Qi −Econ (i)
Eepoch (i) epochdur ,

where Qi , Econ (i), Eepoch (i), and epochdur respectively denotes the initial energy, energy required during configuration phase, and energy consumption per epoch, and
duration of epoch, for node i.
Each epoch consists of several sub-transmission intervals. In each sub-transmission
interval, a sensor node receives packets from lower level nodes and sends aggregated packets to the higher level node. Energy consumption per epoch is the sum
of energy consumption during synchronization, data-reception, and transmission.
If Erx and Etx respectively denotes receiving and transmitting energy for a unit
length packet, then total energy consumption during an epoch of a node i is given
as

Eepoch (i) = Esync (i) +

NTt
X



m 
X


l=1




Erx + Etxack + χki Etx + Erxack  .
χk+1
j

(5.20)

j=1

5.20 where Esync (i) denotes the amount of energy consumption for synchronization and NTt denotes the number of sub-transmission intervals. As the time lapses
from synchronization increases, guard-time gt increases. Hence, CH awake-time
before scheduled transmission also increases. Therefore, we need to consider additional energy consumption during this gt, in-order to find the total energy consumption. If node i is sending data in lth sub-transmission interval, then the guard-time
[−gt(T (i, l)), gt(T (i, l))] can be calculated using the Chebyshev inequality discussed

in section 5.2.1. Note that, expressions for expected energy consumption in multibeacon and guard-time, for a sender-receiver pair is given in Eq. 5.8 and 5.12,
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respectively.
Hence, expected energy consumption in MBG, excluding energy consumption for
packet transmission and reception, of a receiver and sender during
[−gt(T (i, l)), gt(T (i, l))] is given by Eq. 5.21 and 5.22, respectively.

BG,gt(T(i,l))
EM
=
rx

M BG,gt(T(i,l))

Etx



 (Esw + Etxbcn + Pidle Trtt ) Nr +1 , if gt(T(i, l)) > THmb
2


 Esw +Pidle gt(T(i, l)),
otherwise.


 Esw + Pidle gt(T (i,l)) + Erxbcn , if gt(T(i, l)) > THmb
nr
=

 Esw ,
otherwise.

(5.21)

(5.22)

By substituting Eq. 5.21 and 5.22 in Eq. 5.20 we get total energy consumption for
a node i at level k in a hierarchical clustering network as

BG
EM
epoch (i) = Esync (i)


NTt
mi 

X
X
M BG,gt(T(i,l))
BG,gt(T(j,l))

Erx + EM
χk+1
+ Etxack + χki Etx + Etx
+ Erxack 
rx
j
l=1

j=1

(5.23)

Similarly, total energy consumption for a node i at level k in a hierarchical clustering
network, with guard-time approach, is given by
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EGT
epoch (i) = Esync (i)+


NTt
m
i


X X
GT,gt(T(i,l))
GT,gt(T(j,l))

+ Erxack 
χk+1
Erx + Erx
+ Etxack + χki Etx + Etx
j
l=1

j=1

(5.24)

5.4.1

Dynamic Clustering Network

In dynamic clustering, the CHs change over time to increase the overall network
lifetime. For simplicity we assume, the nodes use the fixed power-transmission
model and the cluster members and cluster-heads communicate directly to the CH
and base-station, respectively [38]. Hence, the maximum value of k is 2 because its
a three level hierarchy. The time is divided into several rounds and in each round
a cluster-head is selected randomly to collect data and forward to the base-station,
such that in each r rounds, each node becomes CH once and remains non-CH for
N CH
r − 1 rounds. Let eCH
con (i) and econ (i) respectively denotes the amount of energy

consumption during configuration for node i being the CH and non-CH.
M BG,dy
Hence, energy consumption during r rounds is given in Eq. 5.27, where Eepoch,CH
(i)
M BG,dy
and Eepoch,N
CH (i) denotes energy consumption of node i as a CH and non-CH, as

given in Eq. 5.25 and Eq. 5.26, respectively (both obtained from Eq. 5.23), and re
denotes number of epochs in each round.
The energy consumption of a CH node and a cluster node are respectively given
by the following equations.
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BG,dy
dy
EM
epoch,CH (i) = Esync,CH


NTt
m
i


X X
M BG,gt(T(i,l))
BG,gt(T(j,l))

+ Erxack 
+
χ2j Erx + EM
+ Etxack + χ1i Etx + Etx
rx
l=1

j=1

(5.25)
BG,dy
dy
EM
epoch,N CH (i) = Esync,N CH
NTt 

X
M BG,gt(T(i,l))
BG,gt(T(j,l))
1
+ Erxack .
+
χ2j Erx + EM
+
E
txack + χi Etx + Etx
rx
l=1

(5.26)

Hence, energy consumption during r rounds is given by

M BG
Edy
(i)

=



M BG,dy
re Eepoch,CH
(i)

+

eCH
con (i)



+ (r − 1)



M BG,dy
re Eepoch,N
CH (i)

+



CH
eN
con (i)

(5.27)

The expected lifetime of node i is given as

BG
LM
(i) =
dy

Qi
rdur ,
M
Edy BG (i)

(5.28)

where rdur denotes the duration of r rounds. Hence, the expected lifetime of the
network is given by
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 M BG
BG
LM
(i) ,
dynamic = min Ldy

∀i.

(5.29)

Similarly, we can calculate the expected lifetime of the network for guard-time
(LGT
dy ). Hence, the expected lifetime increased using MBG is denoted as

BG
L∗ = LM
− LGT
dy
dy .

5.5

(5.30)

Simulation
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Figure 5.7: Validating expression for lifetime extended for n = 2

We deploy 100 nodes in 500 × 500 m2 area using a random uniform distribution
and simulated MBG using the network ns2. We use Mica 2 motes [4] parameters
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Figure 5.8: Validating expression for lifetime extended for n = 5
along with the power requirements shown in [57],[85]. Other parameters used
in simulation are given in Table 5.2. We define the lifetime of the network as the
lifetime of the first node that depletes its energy completely.
Table 5.2: Simulation Parameters
Name
Area under simulation
Communication range
Radio transceiver type
Data rate
Initial energy
Receiving/Idle Power
Transmission Power
Energy required from sleep to awake
Data packet length
Beacon/Ack packet length
Synchronization protocol
Wireless media

Value
500 × 500 m2
250 m
CC 1000
19.2 kbps
1000 J
13.0 mW
19.5 mW
22.0 µJ
8 Byte
3 Byte
RBS
802.11

Nodes use LEACH [38] for clustering formation. We set the number of clusters
in each round as 4% of the total nodes. The cluster-head collects data-packets
from cluster-members, aggregate the packets (r = 0.5) and forwards the resultant
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Figure 5.14: Overhead (NTt = 5)
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Figure 5.15: legend

packets to the base-station. For simplicity, we assume that sensor nodes use fixedlevel power transmission model. In order to avoid collision, time division multiple
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access (TDMA) and code division multiple access (CDMA) based approaches are
respectively used for intra and inter cluster communication. For synchronization
we use RBS [30] using the implementation described in [85].

5.5.1

Validation of Expected Increase in Lifetime

In order to validate the expression for lifetime extension using MBG, we evaluate Eq. 5.30 numerically, and compare with simulation results. For the simulation
results, a Monte Carlo simulation is conducted, which is used to estimate the probability from a large number of experiments. In each experiment, we randomly deploy
the sensor nodes and calculate the lifetime of the network, for MBG and optimal
s/w scheduling [85] which uses guard-time approach. We repeat the experiment
for 100 times and calculate the average increase in the lifetime. Each experiment
consists of several tests. In each test, a sender wake-up time is selected using similar methods shown in Section 5.2.4. We conduct such tests 100 times and calculate
the average lifetime. The results with 95% confidence levels along with error bars,
for NTt = 2 and NTt = 5, are shown in Fig. 5.7 and 5.8, respectively.
It can be observed that when the data-generation interval increases, the expected
lifetime extension increases as well. This is because, when data-generatiom interval increases, length of guard-time increases as well, which in turn increases energy consumption and decreases the lifetime in conventional strategy, whereas MBG
saves energy and increases lifetime. Similarly, when NTt increases, the lifetime extension also increases because increasing NTt increases guard-time. If guard-time is
more, lifetime extension using MBG over optimal s/w scheduling increases.
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5.5.2

Comparison with different approaches

In this sub-section we compare MBG with BailighPulse [19] and optimal s/w scheduling [85]. Optimal s/w scheduling uses the simple guard-time approach whereas
BailighPulse [19] uses equal intervals multibeacon approach.
Lifetime: In Fig. 5.9 and 5.10, we show the effectiveness in increasing network
lifetime of MBG over optimal s/w scheduling[85] and BailighPulse [19], by varying
data-generation interval. If data-generation interval increases, guard-time increases
which decreases the overall lifetime. Hence, MBG increases the lifetime rapidly if
data-generation interval increases over optimal s/w scheduling[85] (which uses
simple guard-time technique) as shown in Fig. 5.9-5.10. Moreover, compared to
BailighPulse [19] which uses uniform beacon interval, MBG increases the lifetime
because of less number of wake-up intervals. Also note that, if the number of
data-generation interval (NTt ) increases, the guard-time increases as well. Hence,
MBG is effective in extending the network lifetime for higher values of NTt (see
Fig. 5.9,5.10).
Packet delivery ratio: Fig. 5.11, Fig.5.12 show that the percentage of the packet
delivery ratio decreases marginally in MBG and BailighPulse [19] as the density
increases. Increasing density increases the amount of beacons exchanged during an
epoch (both in MBG and BailighPulse [19]), which in turn increases the probability
of collision with data-packets. Moreover, as the number of beacon packets increases
more in BailighPulse [19] than MBG, as guard-time increases, BailighPulse [19]
suffers from higher packet loss. This phenomenon is more visible for the higher
value of NTt because as NTt increases the number of control packets exchanged also
increases as well.
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Delay: There is no deviation in the e2e delay for MBG, BailighPulse [19] and optimal s/w scheduling, since these protocols follow TDMA based data-packet transmission.
Ratio of control and data packets: In MBG and BailighPulse [19], as the guardtime increases amount of beacons exchanged increases significantly because of
multi-beacon approach. In Fig. 5.13,5.13 we compare the number of control packets generated for a data-packet, to measure the control packets overhead, while
varying data-generation interval in MBG, BailighPulse [19] and optimal s/w scheduling. Because of multi-beacon approach, the ratio of control and data-packets increases as data-generation interval increases, in both MBG and BailighPulse [19].

5.6

Conclusion

In this work, we proposed the Multi-Beacon Guard [MBG] method where the sensor
nodes follow the multi-beacon approach (with unequal intervals) if the length of
guard-time is more, otherwise follow the simple guard-time approach to conserve
energy. We studied the problem of energy efficient transmission between a senderreceiver pair and extended this analysis to maximize the lifetime of a hierarchical
WSN. Further simulation results confirms the effectiveness of our approach. Till
now we have discussed about improving QoS requirements for event-driven and
periodic data-gathering. Whereas in the next chapter we discuss about improving
QoS requirements for hybrid data-gathering.
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6
Minimizing Critical Event Delay and
Maximizing Lifetime in a novel
Delay-constrained Hybrid
Data-gathering Protocol
6.1

Introduction

In time driven data-gathering applications, like environmental monitoring, sensor
nodes generate periodic data. Whereas, in event-driven data-gathering applications, like intrusion detection, tsunami detection, forest-fire detection, and many
more, the sensor nodes remain idle until a critical event is detected in the vicinity,
and once detected, the event information is forwarded as early as possible to the
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base-station. In the previous chapters, we showed how to improve QoS for eventdriven and periodic data-gathering, whereas in this chapter we focus on improving
QoS for hybrid data-gathering. In hybrid data gathering schemes, the sensor network switches between event-driven and time-driven according to the requirement
or application specification.
In application like forest monitoring system, the sensor nodes are deployed to
monitor several physical phenomena like temperature, humidity, and many more,
using a time driven approach. However, if a critical event like fire is detected, this
information needs to be forwarded to the base-station as early as possible, in order
to minimize the damage. Similar applications in environmental monitoring are
earthquake, tsunami or volcanic event detection. In these applications, sometimes
it is also desirable that the critical data-packet must reach to the base-station within
a strict delay-constraint.
Mostly related protocols with our protocol [59, 75, 51] are not designed to minimize the critical event reporting delay as well as maximize the network lifetime
in a hybrid WSN. Energy-efficient hybrid protocol [51] gathers data pro-actively
from the environment, but minimizing the delay of the critical-event information
is not addressed. This motivates us to design a protocol that minimizes the critical
event reporting delay as well as maximizes the network lifetime during periodic
data-gathering in a hybrid WSN.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows. We propose a novel, hybrid, and
dynamic data-gathering protocol to minimize the critical event reporting delay and
maximize the lifetime. Using ns-2 simulation we show that our protocol decreases
the critical event-reporting delay compared to recent protocols. We also extend our
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analysis for a critical-delay constrained hybrid-data gathering network. We estimate
the critical wake-up rate that satisfies given critical delay constraint and maximizes
the lifetime. We validate our analysis using Monte-Carlo simulation.

6.2

Minimizing Critical Delay and Maximizing Lifetime

Our proposed hybrid protocol switches dynamically between time-driven and eventdriven data gathering schemes. Under normal conditions, the sensor nodes follow
time-driven data-gathering using hierarchical clustering network. Whenever a critical event is detected, the corresponding nodes change their state to event driven.
If for sometime, no more critical event is detected in the vicinity, the sensor nodes
change their state back to time driven.
Our hybrid protocol consists of configuration phase and data-gathering phase.
Since, critical events are rare and the network collects time driven data most of
the time, our protocol follows the multi-level hierarchical clustering strategy for
energy efficiency [15]. In multi-level hierarchical clustering strategy, sensor nodes
are divided into clusters in each level of hierarchy. The cluster heads at level l sends
their data to the cluster heads at level l + 1. Base-station receives the data at the
highest level.
During the configuration phase, the CH selection, cluster formation and slots allocation are done. In order to conserve energy consumption, sensor nodes use multihop communication (like the shortest path tree) for while forwarding the data to
the cluster heads [15]. In order to improve energy conservation further, the sensor
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nodes follow synchronous s/w scheduling technique. We assume the sensor nodes
follow TDMA based synchronous scheduling where each node wakes up at its corresponding slot to send the periodic data to the next hop node [32]. Let w denotes the
periodic wake-up rate interval such that every node i wakes up after every

1
w

time in

its corresponding slot. Once a periodic event is detected, the sensor nodes forward
the corresponding data-packet using the multi-level, multi-hop clustering technique
at their corresponding slots till the data-packet reaches to the base-station which is
at the highest level of the hierarchy (refer 6.1(a)).
BS

BS

0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1

cluster head

cluster member

cluster head

event is
first detected

cluster member

critical event is
first detected

(a) Periodic data-gathering

(b) Event-driven data-gathering

Figure 6.1: Demonstrates the path a packet follows till it reaches to the base-station
in a two level hierarchical network

Note that, if the wake-up rate decreases, the lifetime increases, but the expected
e2e delay incurred for critical packet increases as well. In the contrary, if the periodic wake-up rate increases, expected critical event delay decreases at a cost of
decreasing lifetime. In order to decrease the delay without decreasing the lifetime, sensor nodes follow anycasting forwarding technique while sending the critical data-packets. Consider a node i which belongs to the FoI and Fi denotes the for124
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Figure 6.2: Packet forwarding protocol
warding set of node i. If any node within the forwarding set Fi wakes up, the critical
event packet is immediately forwarded to this node. Compared to the designated
forwarding node scheme, anycasting scheme surely minimizes expected one hop delay, which in turn minimizes the expected event reporting delay. A path followed by
a packet contains in a two level hierarchical network is shown in Fig. 6.1(b). During
the configuration phase the forwarding set, Fi , for each node i is constructed. The
neighboring nodes of node i which are closer to the base-station are included in Fi .
If a critical event is detected, the node i changes its state from time-driven to
event-driven and start transmitting a special beacon signal, followed by its own
ID, using different CDMA channel, and waits for an acknowledgement from any
node nij ∈ Fi (see Fig. 6.2). If an acknowledgement is received from node nij ,
then node i sends the data-packet. If the node nij detects a special beacon signal
followed by ID of node i, then node nij changes its state to event-driven and sends
acknowledgement to node i and waits for the data-packet. If data-packet contained
critical-event information is received, then the node nij transmits a special beacon
signal and follows similar procedure to forward this data-packet to the next hop
node. This procedure continues until the packet reaches to the CH. CHs use similar
strategy to forward the data. If no special beacon signal is detected for some-time
sensor nodes switch back to time-driven state and starts periodic data-gathering.
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Increasing wake-up rate decreases the critical event reporting delay with a cost of
decreasing lifetime and vice versa. For a given critical delay constraint, we need to
estimate the expected critical wake-up rate that satisfies the constraint and increases
lifetime.1

6.3

Maximizing Lifetime

Assuming N nodes are deployed, we can formally write our objective as

max
{min(Li ),
c
w

Li =

wp E p

∀i} subject to

Qi
,
+ wc E c

z × wc ≥ wp > 0,
max(Di ) ≤ D,

∀i,

∀i, z ∈ Z+
∀i,

Qi > 0, E p , E c > 0, ∀i,

(6.1)

where wc and wp respectively denotes critical and periodic wake-up rate, Li denotes the lifetime of node i, Qi denotes the available energy for the data-gathering
phase, Ep , Ec denotes the energy required during a periodic and critical wake-up,
Di denotes the expected critical delay of the node i and D denotes critical delay

constraint. Note that the max(Di ) denotes the maximum of expected end-to-end
delay for event-driven and it should be less than D.
The estimation of max(Di ) is shown in the following section. In order to maximize
1

We assume that the delay incurs in periodic data packet is not a constraint.
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max(Li )∀i, we maximize Li for all i. Hence Eq. 6.1 can be written as,

max
{Li } subject to
c
w

Li =

wp E p

Qi
,
+ wc E c

z × wc ≥ wp > 0, z ∈ Z+
max(Di ) ≤ D,
Qi > 0, E p , E c > 0,

(6.2)

for all i. As Qi , wp , E p , E c are constants for node i, this problem is same as minimizing wc , hence we can write the Eq. 4.2 as,

min
{wc } subject to
c
w

z × wc ≥ wp > 0, z ∈ Z+
max(Di ) ≤ D,
Qi , E p , E c > 0.

(6.3)

We denote this wake-up rate as expected critical wake-up rate. In the following
section we show how this can be estimated.
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6.3.1

Expected Critical wake-up rate

In this section we estimate the critical wake-up rate that satisfies critical e-delay
constraint in a cluster. The critical e-delay in a hierarchical level is the maximum of
the critical e-delays in its clusters. The critical e-delay of the FoI is the sum of the
critical e-delays in the corresponding hierarchical levels. Hence, for a given wakeup rate we can estimate the critical e-delay in the FoI and use this information to
find the critical wake-up rate.
In order to estimate the critical wake-up rate in a cluster, we first estimate the
expected critical event reporting delay in a cluster and use this strategy to estimate
the critical wake-up rate. Later we show how one can extend this strategy to find
the critical wake-up rate for the given FoI.

6.3.2

Expected Critical Event Reporting Delay in a Cluster

For simplicity and ease of analysis, we assume a fixed cluster-based network where
cluster-heads are fixed in clusters. Later we show how this strategy can be extended
for a dynamic cluster based network where nodes change their turn to become the
CHs.
In this subsection, we estimate the maximum expected critical event reporting
delay using the numerical iteration technique for a given number of nodes and
wake-up rate. Note that, if a critical event is detected, the corresponding packet
is forwarded to the nearest cluster-head using anycasting strategy, and then the
cluster-head forwards the same using anycasting technique, and this process continues till the packet reaches to the base-station. Hence, the expected critical event128
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Figure 6.3: Estimating critical event reporting delay

reporting delay is the sum of the expected critical event-reporting delays at every
level of hierarchy. We estimate the expected critical event reporting delay from the
lowest to the highest level of hierarchy.
The expected critical event reporting delay in a level of hierarchy is the maximum
of the expected critical event reporting delays in its clusters. Assuming the field
of interest (FoI) is divided into convex-shaped clusters, here we estimate the maximum of expected critical event reporting delay of a cluster Cl in the lowest level
of hierarchy. This method can be extended for each cluster and for each level of
hierarchy to find the maximum of expected critical event-reporting delay. Let us
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assume C denotes the communication range of a cluster member node. Maximum
expected critical event reporting delay of the nodes in a cluster is estimated in the
increasing order of their distance from the cluster-head. We estimate the critical
event reporting delay of the nodes closer to the cluster-head first, and use the results to estimate the critical event reporting delay of their neighbors which are away
from the cluster-head.
For simplicity we assume that the shape of the cluster is circular and the CH is
located at its center. Later we extend this strategy for an convex-shaped cluster
with CH positioned in arbitrary position. Let rC denotes the radius of the maximum
enclosing circle, Cq centered at the CH. We first estimate the maximum critical event
reporting delay of a node in Cq . Later we extend this method to estimate the critical
event reporting delay of a node i ∈ (Cl − Cq ).

Critical Delay in Maximum Enclosing Circle:

Let w and wCH respectively denotes the wake-up rate such that every cluster member node and the cluster head node wakes up after every

1
w

and

1
wCH

during time-

driven approach respectively. Since the cluster head wakes up after every

1
wCH ,

the

expected waiting time of a node which can directly communicate with the cluster
head is

wCH
2 .

Hence, the critical event reporting delay of the nodes that can directly

communicate to the cluster-head is ( wCH
2 + tD ), where tD denotes the transmission delay. This circular area is referred as direct communication circle, CD (refer
Fig. 6.3(d)).
If a critical event is detected by a node i ∈ (Cq − CD ), the event information is
forwarded using anycasting technique (refer Fig. 6.3(d)). Before sending a data
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packet containing critical event information, a node sends a beacon signal of duration tB , followed by an ID signal of duration tC , and listens for acknowledgment of
duration tA . A node sends acknowledgement if it hears the beacon and belongs to
Fi . If Fi = {i1 , i2 , ..., ik } then the probability of a node wakes up within Fi at hth

beacon is pw =

tI
1/w ,

if h ≤ d 1/w
tI e, else 1, where tI = tA + tB + tC denotes the beacon

interval.
Let W denotes the event for the set of forwarding modes waking up at their
respective beacons. The probability of W is denoted as P (W ) = (pw )k . Let X
denotes the event such that for the first h − 1 beacons no nodes wakes up, then at
hth beacon j number of nodes wake up, during the last hmax − h beacons remaining
k − j nodes wake up. Moreover, hmax =

1/w
tI

denotes the total number of beacons.

The probability of the event X, P (X), is

P (X) =k Cj (hmax − h)k−j (pw )k .

(6.4)

Let Wh be the event that denotes the packet is forwarded after h beacons. The
probability of the event Wh is

P (Wh ) =

k
X

k

Cj (hmax − h)k−j (pw )k .

j=1

Hence the expected one hop delay for critical event reporting is
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j

dk,w =

1/w
tI

k

X

P (Wh ) ∗ h + tD ,

(6.6)

h=1

where tD is the transmission delay. The expected critical event reporting delay is
the summation of the expected one hop delay and expected critical event reporting
delay of the next hop node. As the probability of the packet is forwarded to a node
in Fi is

1
k

we get the following lemma for expected critical event reporting delay.

Lemma 10. Let {i1 , i2 , ..., ik } is the forwarding set of node i. If Dij ,k,w , denotes the
expected critical event reporting delay of node ij , for 1 ≤ j ≤ k , respectively, then
the expected critical event reporting delay of the node i : (i 6= j), is Di,k,w = dk,w +
j

k
P
j=1

1
k

∗ Dij ,k,w , where dk,w =

1/w
tI

k

P

P (Wh,k ) ∗ h + tD .

h=1

Note that, the critical event information packet is forwarded to any node that is
closer to the cluster-head. We denote this area as the effective forwarding region
of communication, ECi . Consider a node i, located (0, 0), at a distance disi from
the cluster-head. Note that ECi is the intersection of the communication region of
node i and the open circular area with radius disi centered at the cluster-head (see
Fig. 6.3(a)).
Lemma 11. Let the node i located (0, 0), at a distance disi from the cluster-head
located (0, disi ) (see Fig. 6.3(a)). Area of the effective forwarding region of communication of the node i with communication range C such that disi > C , is ||ECi || =
r
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Above lemma can be proved using simple geometry. Note that for simplicity we
assume the node i located (0, 0) and the cluster-head located (0, disi ). Lemma 11
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can be extended for node i located (xi , yi ) with distance disi from an arbitrary
located cluster-head. Moreover, the expected number of nodes in Fi , k = λ ×
||ECi || − 1, since i ∈ EC i .

In order to estimate the critical event reporting delay of a node, we divide Cq into
several rings of concentric circles (centered at cluster-head) in the steps of γ . Next
we estimate the expected critical reporting delay for a random node in each ring
in increasing order of distance. Using the expected critical event reporting delay
of the nodes within the distance C + (m − 1)γ from the cluster head we estimate
the expected critical event reporting delay of a randomly chosen node i at distance
C + mγ for m ∈ N .

Consider a node i at a distance C + mγ for m ∈ N from the cluster-head. In
order to estimate the expected critical event reporting delay, we first estimate the
intersection of ECi and a circle centered at cluster-head.

Lemma 12. Consider a node i located (0, 0), at a distance disi from the cluster head
located (0, disi ), with communication range C , such that disi > C . The intersection
of a circle centered at cluster head (q ) with radius Rj = disi − δ, 0 < δ ≤ C, and the
effective forwarding region of communication of node i, CI(disi , δ), is given by Eq. 6.7
(see Fig. 6.3(b)).
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The above lemma can be proved using geometry. Next we divide ECi into several
sectoral annuli such that it is expected that every sectoral annulus contains only
one node (refer Fig. 6.3(c)). for 1 ≤ j ≤ k , where k = ||ECi || ∗ λ − 1. The j th
sectoral annulus SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ) of node i, between two concentric circles, centered
at q with radii βij1 , βij2 , such that βij1 > βij2 , is defined as the intersection of ECi
and the area between their boundaries.
Let the closest sectoral annulus to the cluster-head be i1 . βi11 is equal to disi − C .
One can find βi12 by solving Eq. 6.8.

CI(disi , βi12 − (disi − C)) =

1
.
λ

(6.8)

Note that βi21 = βi12 . Moreover, βij1 = βi(j−1) 2 , for 2 ≤ j ≤ k . For an arbitrary ij , βij2
can be found by solving equation as follows.
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CI(disi , βij2 − βij1 ) =

1
,
λ

(6.9)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ k . As the equations 6.8 and 6.9 are single variable equations, we assume
they can be solved in constant time.
First we estimate the expected critical event reporting delay of a randomly chosen
node within j th sectoral annulus, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k , and then use these to estimate the
expected critical event reporting delay of a random node i.
Consider a randomly chosen sectoral annulus SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ). Assume mi1 is the
largest integer such that C + δ1 + mi1 γ ≤ βij1 and mi2 is the smallest integer such
that C +δ1 +mi2 γ ≥ βij2 . We use the expected critical event reporting delay of nodes
at distances C + δ1 + (mi1 + 1)γ, C + δ1 + (mi1 + 2)γ, ..., C + δ1 + mi2 γ , to estimate
the expected critical event reporting delay of a randomly chosen node belongs to
SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ). Note that the estimated minimum expected critical event reporting

delay of a randomly chosen node belongs to SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ) is proportional to the
area induced by the intersection between SAi,j (βij1 , βij2 ) and the ring formed by
the corresponding circular annuli.
Area induced by SAi,j (C + δ1 + mi1 γ, C + δ1 + (mi1 + 1)γ) is CI(disi , disi − (C +
δ1 + (mi1 + 1)γ)) − λ1 (k − j). The area induced by SAi,j (C + δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ)

for mi1 < t ≤ (mi2 − 1) is given in Eq. 6.10.
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||SAi,j (C + δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ)|| = CI(disi , disi − (C + δ1 + tγ))
−

t−1
X

kSAi,j (C + δ1 + sγ, C + δ1 + (s + 1)γ)k

s=1

1
− (k − j).
λ

(6.10)

Probability of node ij belongs within SAi,j (C+δ1 +tγ, C+δ1 +(t+1)γ) is ||SAi,j (C+
δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ)||λ. Let Dij ,tγ denotes the minimum expected critical event

reporting delay of a random node within SAi,j (C + δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ). Hence,
the expected critical event reporting delay Dij of node ij , is
(mP
i2 −1)

||SAi,j (C + δ1 + tγ, C + δ1 + (t + 1)γ)||λDij ,tγ .

t=mi1

We use expected critical event reporting delay Dij of a random node belongs to
ij th sectoral annulus, to find the minimum expected critical event reporting delay

of node i at a distance disi = C + δ1 + mγ . Consider a randomly chosen node i at
a distance disi = C + δ1 + mγ from the cluster-head. We divide the effective forwarding region of communication, ECi , into ECi ∗ λ − 1 sectoral annuli such that
it is expected that every sectoral annulus contains only one node. Assuming Dij denotes the estimated expected critical event reporting delay for a randomly selected
node within circular annulus ij , for 1 ≤ j ≤ (ECi ∗ λ − 1), which is calculated as
shown earlier using the expected critical event reporting delay of nodes at distances
C + δ1 + γ, C + δ1 + 2γ, ..., C + δ1 + (m − 1)γ . The expected critical event reporting

delay of node i can be calculated using Lemma 10.
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Figure 6.4: Critical event reporting delay of a convex-shaped cluster

Critical Event Delay of a Convex Shaped Cluster

In order to find the expected end-to-end delay of a node i ∈ (Cl − Cq ), we first find
the effective forwarding region of communication of the node i. Let < p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , p5 >
denotes the vertices of a convex shaped cluster (refer Fig. 6.4(a)). The effective forwarding region of communication of the node i is the intersection of ECi and Cl.
There are three cases depending on the number of edges of the convex polygon Cl
intersecting ECi as shown in the Fig. 6.4(a). Using simple geometry one can find
the new area of effective forwarding region of communication, ||ECi0 ||. Moreover
k = ||ECi0 || × λ − 1
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In similar way, the area of intersection of a circle centered at cluster-head and
the effective forwarding region of communication of a random node can be estimated since there are three possible cases depending on the number of edges of the
polygon CL intersecting CI(disi , δ) (see Fig. 6.4(b)).
Now we are ready to estimate the expected critical event reporting delay of a
random node i ∈ (Cl − Cq ). Depending on the position of the node i, the expected
critical event reporting delay changes within the same circular annulus. This is
because as the position changes, ||ECi0 || and critical event reporting delay of the
next-hop nodes change as well. As mentioned earlier, Cl is divided into several
circular annuli in the steps of γ . In order to estimate the delay of a random node
within each sectoral annulus, one can use the similar strategy in Sec. 6.3.2 except
that each circular annulus is subdivided into several small parts (refer Fig. 6.3(d)).

Overall Critical Event Reporting Delay
In order to find the critical event reporting delay in a hierarchical level, we find the
cluster with maximum critical event reporting delay. The overall event reporting
delay in the FoI is the summation of the critical event reporting delays in each
hierarchical level.

6.3.3

Critical Wake-up rate

Note that the critical wake-up interval is less than the delay constraint and be demax
min
max
noted by rw
. Assuming rw
to be zero we use binary search between rw
and
min
rw
to find the minimum rw that satisfies given delay constraint, using the method

described in subsection 6.3.2, and increases lifetime.
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Figure 6.5: Validating the estimated expected e2e delay

6.3.4

Validation of the Analysis using Monte-Carlo Simulation

In order to validate our analysis, in this subsection we numerically evaluate the
expected critical e2e delay using the method described in subsection 6.3.2 for given
density and wake-up rate, and compare with simulation results. Specifically, this
section validates the analysis (and equations) by picking up its input from the same
distribution used for the analysis, and run it for a large number of times to show
that the analysis obtained is correct. We uniform randomly deploy 1000 nodes, with
communication range of 200m, in a circular FoI with 1000m radius, and calculate
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the average e2e delay from the farthest node during each experiment. Note that
the density of such a network is

1
π×1000 .

We repeat such experiment by changing the

seed of uniform distribution and redeploy the nodes.
Each experiment consists of several tests, where in each experiment we calculate
the average critical e2e delay. Each test consists of the following things. Note that
every node has equal wake-up interval as w. Let hi denotes that node i wakes up at
hth beacon where hi is uniformly distributed within [1, hmax ]. In other words, node
i wakes up at hi beacon signal which is selected from a set of uniform randomly

distributed integers within [1, hmax ]. The forwarding set of node i, Fi , contains the
neighboring nodes that are closer to the CH and also within the communication
range. Assume if denotes the node with the farthest distance from CH. The time
when the critical event is generated at node if is selected from a set of uniform
randomly distributed numbers within [1, hm ax]. Let tif denotes the time when the
event is detected. Moreover, assume ifk ∈ Fif is the forwarding node such that the
difference between hifk and tif is minimum. In other words, ifk wakes up at the
earliest after tif . Hence, one hop delay between the event is detected to the event is
forwarded to the next hop node is hifk − tif . In similar ways, we calculate the delay
to reach the packet to the CH. We repeat such tests for 10,000 times, re-assign hi ∀i,
tif and calculate the average critical e2e delay.

For simplicity, we place the cluster-head at the center of the FoI. We repeat the
experiment for 100 times. The average e2e delay obtained from the simulation
results along with the numerical estimation are shown in Fig. 3.6. Our numerical
estimation is close to the simulation results for various scenarios.
Impact of wake up interval: For different wake-up intervals, average e2e delays
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are shown in Fig. 6.5(a). When the wake up interval increases, expected waiting
time before sending a packet also increases. This in turn increases e2e delay. Also
note that the estimated expected e2e delay is always higher than the average e2e
delay obtained from the simulation.
Impact of density: Average e2e delays are shown in Fig. 6.5(b), while varying the
number of nodes in the FoI, for a fixed wake-up interval 500 ms. If the number
of nodes in the forwarding set increases, expected one hop delay decreases, which
in turn decreases expected e2e delay. Though the difference in simulation and
numerical estimation decreases as we increase the density, but the percentage of
over estimation on the expected e2e delay is almost same.
Impact of FoI: The average maximum e2e delays, while varying the size of FoI are
shown in Fig. 6.5(c), for a fixed wake up interval. If the size of FoI increases, the
number of hops from the farthest node increases as well, which in turn increases
e2e delay.

6.4

Simulation Results

We deploy 200 nodes in 500 × 500 m2 area using a random uniform distribution and
simulated our hybrid protocol using the network ns2. We use Mica 2 motes [4] parameters along with the power requirements shown in [57],[85]. Other parameters
used in simulation are given in Table 6.1. We define the lifetime of the network as
the lifetime of the first node that depletes its energy completely.
For cluster formation, sensor nodes use energy efficient hierarchical clustering
algorithm [15], in which the nodes use multi-hop communication for intra and
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Table 6.1: Simulation Parameters
Name
Area under simulation
Communication range
Radio transceiver type
Data rate
Initial energy
Receiving/Idle Power
Transmission Power
Energy required from sleep to awake
Data packet length
Beacon/Ack packet length
Synchronization protocol
Wireless media

Value
500 × 500 m2
250 m
CC 1000
19.2 kbps
1000 J
13.0 mW
19.5 mW
22.0 µJ
8 Byte
3 Byte
RBS
802.11

inter-cluster communication. We set the number of clusters in each round as 4%
of the total nodes. The cluster-head collects data-packets from cluster-members,
aggregate the packets and forwards the resultant packets to the base-station. In
order to avoid collision, TDMA and CDMA based approaches are respectively used
for intra and inter cluster communication. For synchronization we use RBS [30]
using the implementation described in [85].
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In order to show the effectiveness of our approach, we compare average criti142
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cal event reporting delay, lifetime and packet loss rate by varying data-generation
rate, density and size of FoI in both our hybrid protocol and energy-efficient hybrid protocol [51] and show the results obtained in ns2 simulation in the following
subsection.

6.4.1

Average critical event reporting delay

In order to calculate the critical event delay in each experiment, we generate the
location and the time of the critical event by following uniform random distribution
within the FoI. We repeat such an experiment 1000 times and calculate the average critical event delay. It can be noted that compared to energy-efficient hybrid
protocol [51], our approach minimizes the delay significantly in different scenarios.
Impact of periodic data generation interval: The average critical event delay
for different data generation intervals are shown in Fig. 6.6. As data generation
interval increases, average critical event delay for both the methods increases as
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well. This is because, if data-generation interval increases, expected one-hop delay
increases, which in-turn increases critical event reporting delay in both hybrid and
our approach. Also note that, the average critical delay in case of our approach is
much lower than hybrid approach. This is because, our protocol uses anycasting
strategy which minimizes the critical event reporting delay significantly. Moreover,
if an event is detected, in energy efficient hybrid approach the nodes forward their
data packet to the designated forwarding nodes whereas in our approach the datapacket is forwarded using anycasting strategy, which minimizes the critical eventreporting delay significantly.
Impact of number of node: In order to show the effectiveness of our approach at
different densities, we varied the number of nodes deployed in the FoI. For a fixed
data generation interval of 10 seconds, the results are shown in Fig. 6.7 along with
95% error bars (not clearly visible). Note that, increasing the number of nodes in
the given FoI, decreases the average one hop delay, which in turn decreases average critical event reporting delay, in both energy efficient hybrid protocol and our
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approach. Moreover, as our protocol uses anycasting strategy, the average critical
event reporting delay decreases significantly. Moreover, when the number of nodes
is more than a threshold (450 in Fig. 6.7), amount of delay decreases as number of
nodes increases rarely and becomes almost constant.
Impact of FoI: The average critical event reporting delays for different sizes of
rectangular FoI are shown in Fig. 6.8. In order to vary the size of the FoI, we vary
the side length of the FoI. We set the data generation interval as 10 s and number of
nodes as 200. As the size of the FoI increases, maximum hop count for intra and inter
cluster communication increases as well, which lead to increase in average critical
event reporting delay. Moreover, because of anycasting our protocol significantly
decreases the critical event delay as the size of area increases.
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6.4.2

Average lifetime

In Fig. 6.9, we compare the average network lifetime while increasing data generation interval. As it can be noted that when data generation interval increases lifetime increases as well. The lifetime is mostly affected by periodic data generation interval, as we assumed that critical events occur rarely. As both our protocol and energy efficient hybrid protocol uses similar methods during periodic data-gathering,
the lifetime in both the approaches matches closely. Moreover, when MBG is applied during each periodic wake-up, the lifetime decreases significantly as shown in
Fig. 6.10. This is because, during every wake-up as a result of guard-time, energy
consumption increases rapidly when data generation interval increases. Whereas,
MBG saves this extra energy consumption as shown in the figure.
It can also be noted that the lifetime reaches a limit. Actually, if the data-generation
interval crosses a threshold, amount of energy saving during a transmission using MBG becomes almost constant. This is because, energy consumption in MBG
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mostly govern by the energy consumption to transmit the beacon messages. If datageneration interval is very high, the increase in energy for beacon messages is very
less compared to the increase in energy for guard-time.

6.4.3

Packet delivery ratio

We set data-generation interval as 1 seconds in 500 × 500 m2 FoI. We compare the
packet delivery ratio in energy efficient hybrid [51] protocol, and our hybrid protocol for different densities by varying number of nodes ( see Fig. 6.11). If the
number of nodes increases, the probability of a collision with an event reporting
and data gathering packet increases as well, and thus decreases the packet delivery
ratio marginally. Moreover, the critical packet delivery ratio closely matches in both
the methods.
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6.5

Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a protocol that dynamically switches between eventdriven and periodic data gathering and shown the effectiveness of our approach
over conventional approach by comparing several network parameters. Our protocol is effective especially for time-critical event detection in hybrid data-gathering
applications. In the next chapter we conclude the thesis with pointers to the future
works.
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7
Conclusions and Future Works
This thesis has made four major research contributions to improve various QoS
requirements in data-gathering techniques for WSNs with stochastic deployment of
sensors. Mostly we concerned about maximizing the lifetime, minimizing the e2e
delay and minimizing the deployment cost for various data-gathering schemes.
Chapter 3 and chapter 4 deals with improving QoS requirements for event-driven
data-gathering. In chapter 3, we estimated the maximum expected e2e delay for a
given sensor density and used this analysis to estimate the CSDs that satisfy given
delay constraint and lifetime requirement. Our analysis is based on the assumption
that sensor nodes are deployed following uniform stochastic distribution. Using our
analysis one can successfully deploy sensor nodes in a convex-shaped FoI which
satisfies given e2e delay constraint and lifetime requirement. We further extend
this analysis to find a minimum cost network for given spatially differentiated delay
constraints and lifetime requirement. But this delay constraint may not be always
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satisfied as a result of clock-skew. In order to constrain this increase in e2e delay
for clock-skew within a given threshold ξ , we provided a solution in chapter 4.
Our approach decreases this additional delay while maximizing the lifetime. We
estimated the increase in e-delay as a result of heterogeneous clock-skew using
stochastic analysis. We use this estimation to find the critical wake-up rate for all
nodes to constrain the increase in overall e-delay within given threshold ξ .
In chapter 5, we concentrated on improving QoS requirements for periodic datagathering. In order to circumvent the message loss, the receiver uses guard-time
in the presence of clock-skew during a transmission. However, this method drains
out of energy if the length of guard-time is more. In this chapter, we proposed
the MBG method where the sensor nodes follow the multi-beacon approach if the
length of guard-time is more, otherwise follow the simple guard-time approach to
conserve energy. In multi-beacon approach, the guard-time is divided into unequal
intervals and a sensor node wakes up at the beginning of these intervals. After
each unsuccessful attempt in multi-beacon approach the senor nodes save energy
by going back to sleep state again. We studied the problem of energy efficient
transmission between a sender-receiver pair and extended this analysis to maximize
the lifetime of a hierarchical cluster-based WSN. Further simulation results confirms
the effectiveness of our approach.
In hybrid data-gathering, the sensor network switches between event-driven and
periodic. In applications like environmental monitoring with disastrous critical
events (tsunami or earthquake) detection, the sensor nodes use periodic datagathering for most of the time and if a critical event is detected the event information must reach to the base-station as early as possible. For such applications,
some of the most important QoS requirements are the critical event reporting de150
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lay and the lifetime of the overall network. In chapter 4, we propose a protocol
that minimizes the critical event reporting delay by using anycasting technique and
maximizes the lifetime during periodic data-gathering. In order to show the effectiveness in the presence of clock-skew, we used MBG during periodic data-gathering
and shown how it increases the lifetime further. The effectiveness of our approach
is shown in ns2 simulation results.

7.1

Future Work Directions

This thesis gives rise to a number of important research directions for improving
QoS in various data-gathering schemes.

• In event-driven data-gathering, our work in chapter 3 minimizes the overall
cost of the network with spatially differentiated delay constraint and lifetime
requirement. Our approach saves more cost for a lesser lifetime requirement
and a higher rate of change of delay constraint. Moreover, our analysis can
be extended to 3-dimensional heterogeneous WSNs with different communication range.
• We assumed a single base-station is located within the given FoI. Whereas, it
would be interesting to see how our analysis can be extended to find the minimum cost network for a given FoI where multiple base-stations are located
at multiple points and each base-station is allotted with a different e2e delay
requirement. In the presence of clock-skew, the actual delay constraint may
not be always satisfied. Whether the analysis provided in chapter 3 can be
extended for polygon shaped FoI with multiple base-stations is an interesting
151
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question.
• Chapter 6 proposed a protocol that maximizes the lifetime and minimizes the
critical event reporting delay in a hybrid data-gathering. But sometimes the
critical event reporting delay constraint is given. Hence, in our future work,
we will design a protocol that maximizes the lifetime in a critical event delay
constrained hybrid data-gathering technique for WSNs.
• Anycasting plays an importing role for minimizing the e2e delay in WSN.
Whereas, anycasting technique is not addressed till now in mobile WSNs. In
a delay constrained mobile event-driven WSN, anycasting technique can be
applied to decrease the overall e2e delay. In our future work we devise an
efficient delay-constrained protocol for such a network that maximizes the
overall lifetime as well.
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